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CAPACITIVE FOOT PRESENCE SENSING FOR
FOOTWEAR

CLAIM OFPRIORITY
This application claims the benefit ofpriority ofWalker etal., U.S.

Provisional Patent Application Serial Number 62/308,657 (Attorney Docket No.
4228.054PRV), entitled "MAGNETIC AND PRESSURE-BASED FOOT
PRESENCE AND POSITION SENSING SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR
ACTIVE FOOTWEAR," filed onMarch 15, 2016, and ofWalker etal., U.S.
Provisional Patent Application Serial Number 62/308,667 (Attorney Docket No.
4228.074PRV), entitled "CAPACITIVE FOOT PRESENCE AND POSITION
SENSING SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ACTIVE FOOTWEAR," filed on
March 15, 2016, and ofWalker, Steven H., U.S. Provisional Patent Application
Serial Number 62/424,939 (Attorney Docket No. 4228.08 1PRV), entitled
"CAPACITIVE FOOT PRESENCE SENSING FOR FOOTWEAR," filed on
November 21, 2016, and ofWalker, Steven H., U.S. Provisional Patent
Application Serial Number 62/424,959 (Attorney Docket No. 4228.093PRV),
entitled "FOOT PRESENCE AND IMPACT RATE OFCHANGE FOR
ACTIVE FOOTWEAR," filed onNovember 21, 2016, each ofwhich isherein
incorporated byreference.

BACKGROUND
Various shoe-based sensors have been proposed tomonitor various

conditions. For example, Brown, inUSPatent No. 5,929,332, titled "Sensor shoe
for monitoring the condition ofafoot", provides several examples ofshoe-based
sensors. Brown mentions afoot force sensor can include aninsole made of
layers ofrelatively thin, planar, flexible, resilient, dielectric material. The foot
force sensor can include electrically conductive interconnecting means that can
have anelectrical resistance that changes based onanapplied compressive force.



Brown further discusses a shoe t o b e worn b y diabetic persons, o r

persons afflicted with various types o f foot maladies, where excess pressure

exerted upon a portion o f the foot tends t o give rise t o ulceration. The shoe body

can include a force sensing resistor (FSR), and a switching circuit coupled t o the

resistor can activate a n alarm unit t o warn a wearer that a threshold pressure

level i s reached o r exceeded.

Devices for automatically tightening a n article o f footwear have been

previously proposed. Liu, i n U S Patent No. 6,691,433, titled "Automatic

tightening shoe", provides a first fastener mounted o n a shoe's upper portion,

and a second fastener connected t o a closure member and capable o f removable

engagement with the first fastener t o retain the closure member a t a tightened

state. Liu teaches a drive unit mounted i n the heel portion o f the sole. The drive

unit includes a housing, a spool rotatably mounted i n the housing, a pair o f pull

strings and a motor unit. Each string has a first end connected t o the spool and a

second end corresponding t o a string hole i n the second fastener. The motor unit

i s coupled t o the spool. Liu teaches that the motor unit i s operable t o drive

rotation o f the spool i n the housing t o wind the pull strings o n the spool for

pulling the second fastener towards the first fastener. Liu also teaches a guide

tube unit that the pull strings can extend through.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS

I n the drawings, which are not necessarily drawn t o scale, like numerals

may describe similar components i n different views. Like numerals having

different letter suffixes may represent different instances o f similar components.

The drawings illustrate generally, b y way o f example, but not b y way o f

limitation, various embodiments discussed i n the present document.

FIG. 1 illustrates generally a n exploded view o f components o f a n active

footwear article, according t o a n example embodiment.

FIGS. 2A-2C illustrate generally a sensor system and motorized lacing

engine, according to some example embodiments.



FIG. 3 illustrates generally a block diagram o f components o f a

motorized lacing system, according t o a n example embodiment.

FIG. 4 i s a diagram illustrating pressure distribution data for a nominal o r

average foot (left) and for a high arch foot (right) i n a footwear article when a

user o f a footwear article i s standing.

FIGS. S A and S B illustrate generally diagrams o f a capacitance-based

foot presence sensor i n a n insole o f a footwear article, according t o example

embodiments.

FIG. 6 illustrates generally a capacitive sensor system for foot presence

detection, according t o a n example embodiment.

FIG. 7 illustrates generally a schematic o f a first capacitance-based foot

presence sensor, according t o a n example embodiment.

FIG. 8 illustrates generally a schematic o f a second capacitance-based

foot presence sensor, according t o a n example embodiment.

FIGS. 9A, 9B, and 9 C illustrate generally examples o f capacitance-based

foot presence sensor electrodes, according t o some example embodiments.

FIG. 1 0 illustrates a flowchart showing a n example o f using foot

presence information from a footwear sensor.

FIG. 1 1 illustrates a flowchart showing a second example o f using foot

presence information from a footwear sensor.

FIG. 1 2 illustrates generally a chart o f first time- varying information

from a capacitive foot presence sensor.

FIG. 1 3 illustrates generally a chart o f second time- varying information

from a capacitive foot presence sensor.

FIG. 1 4 illustrates generally a chart o f third time-varying information

from a capacitive foot presence sensor.

FIG. 1 5 illustrates generally a chart o f fourth time-varying information

from a capacitive foot presence sensor.



FIG. 16 illustrates generally a chart of time-varying information from a

capacitive foot presence sensor and a signal morphology limit, according to an

example embodiment.

FIG. 17 illustrates generally an example of a diagram of a capacitance-

based foot presence sensor in a midsole of a footwear article and located under a

dielectric stack.

FIG. 18 illustrates generally an example that includes a chart showing an

effect of the dielectric filler on a capacitance-indicating signal from the

capacitive foot presence sensor.

FIG. 19 illustrates generally an example of a chart that shows a portion of

a capacitance-indicating third signal from a capacitance-based foot presence

sensor in footwear.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The concept of self-tightening shoelaces was first widely popularized by

the fictitious power-laced Nike® sneakers worn by Marty McFly in the movie

Back to the Future Π, which was released back in 1989. While Nike® has since

released at least one version of power-laced sneakers similar in appearance to the

movie prop version from Back to the Future Π, the internal mechanical systems

and surround footwear platform employed do not necessarily lend themselves to

mass production or daily use. Additionally, previous designs for motorized

lacing systems comparatively suffered from problems such as high cost of

manufacture, complexity, assembly challenges, lack of serviceability, and weak

or fragile mechanical mechanisms, to highlight just a few of the many issues.

The present inventors have developed a modular footwear platform to

accommodate motorized and non-motorized lacing engines that solves some or

all of the problems discussed above, among others. The components discussed

below provide various benefits including, but not limited to, serviceable

components, interchangeable automated lacing engines, robust mechanical

design, robust control algorithms, reliable operation, streamlined assembly



processes, and retail-level customization. Various other benefits of the

components described below will be evident to persons of skill in the relevant

arts.

In an example, a modular automated lacing footwear platform includes a

mid-sole plate secured to a mid-sole in a footwear article for receiving a lacing

engine. The design of the mid-sole plate allows a lacing engine to be added to

the footwear platform as late as at a point of purchase. The mid-sole plate, and

other aspects of the modular automated footwear platform, allow for different

types of lacing engines to be used interchangeably. For example, the motorized

lacing engine discussed below could be changed out for a human-powered lacing

engine. Alternatively, a fully-automatic motorized lacing engine with foot

presence sensing or other features can be accommodated within the standard

mid-sole plate.

The automated footwear platform discussed herein can include an outsole

actuator interface to provide tightening control to the end user as well as visual

feedback, for example, using LED lighting projected through translucent

protective outsole materials. The actuator can provide tactile and visual feedback

to the user to indicate status of the lacing engine or other automated footwear

platform components.

In an example, the footwear platform includes a foot presence sensor

configured to detect when a foot is present in the shoe. When a foot is detected,

then one or more footwear functions or processes can be initiated, such as

automatically and without a further user input or command. For example, upon

detection that a foot is properly seated in the footwear against an insole, a

control circuit can automatically initiate lace tightening, data collection,

footwear diagnostics, or other processes.

Prematurely activating or initiating an automated lacing or footwear

tightening mechanism can detract from a user's experience with the footwear.

For example, if a lacing engine is activated before a foot is completely seated

against an insole, then the user may have a difficult time getting a remainder of



his oher foot into the footwear, orthe user may have tomanually adjust a
lacing tension. The present inventors have thus recognized that aproblem tobe
solved includes determining whether afoot isseated properly orfully ina
footwear article, such aswith toe, mid-sole, and heel portions properly aligned
with corresponding portions ofaninsole. The inventors have further recognized
that the problem includes accurately determining afoot location orfoot
orientation using asfew sensors aspossible, such astoreduce sensor costs and
assembly costs, and toreduce device complexity.

Asolution tothese problems includes providing asensor inanarch
and/or heel region ofthe footwear. Inanexample, the sensor isacapacitive
sensor that isconfigured tosense changes inanearby electric field. Changes in
the electric field, orcapacitance changes, can berealized asafoot enters orexits
the footwear, including while some portions ofthe foot are atagreater distance
from the sensor than other portions ofthe foot Inanexample, the capacitive
sensor isintegrated with orhoused within alacing engine enclosure. Inan
example, atleast aportion ofthe capacitive sensor isprovided outside ofthe
lacing engine enclosure and includes one ormore conductive interconnects to
power orprocessing circuitry inside the enclosure.

Acapacitive sensor suitable for use infoot presence detection can have
various configurations. The capacitive sensor can include aplate capacitor
wherein one plate isconfigured tomove relative toanother, such asinresponse
topressure ortoachange ofpressure exerted onone ormore ofthe plates. Inan
example, the capacitive sensor includes multiple traces, such asarranged
substantially inaplane that isparallel toorcoincident with anupper surface of
aninsole. Such traces can belaterally separated byanair gap (or other material,
such asStyrofoam) and can bedriven selectively orperiodically byanACdrive
signal provided byanexcitation circuit. Inanexample, the electrodes can have
aninterleaved, comb configuration. Such acapacitive sensor can provide a
changing capacitance signal that isbased onmovement ofthe electrodes
themselves relative toone another and based oninterference ofthe electric field



near the electrodes due topresence orabsence ormovement ofafoot orother
object.

Inanexample, acapacitance-based sensor can bemore reliable than a
mechanical sensor, for example, because the capacitance-based sensor need not
include moving parts. Electrodes ofacapacitance-based sensor can becoated or
covered byadurable, electric field-permeable material, and thus the electrodes
can beprotected from direct exposure toenvironmental changes, wetness,
spillages, dirt, orother contaminating agents, and humans orother materials are
not indirect contact with the sensor's electrodes.

Inanexample, the capacitive sensor provides ananalog output signal
indicative ofamagnitude ofacapacitance, orindicative ofachange of
capacitance, that isdetected bythe sensor. The output signal can have afirst
value (e.g., corresponding toalow capacitance) when afoot ispresent near the
sensor, and the output signal have adifferent second value (e.g., corresponding
toahigh capacitance) when afoot isabsent.

Inanexample, the output signal when the foot ispresent can provide
further information. For example, there can beadetectable variation inthe
capacitance signal that correlates tostep events. Inaddition, there can bea
detectable long-term drift inthe capacitance signal that can indicate wear-and-
tear and/or remaining life inshoe components like insoles, orthotics, orother
components.

Inanexample, the capacitive sensor includes oriscoupled toa
capacitance-to-digital converter circuit configured toprovide adigital signal
indicative ofamagnitude ofacapacitance sensed bythe sensor. Inanexample,
the capacitive sensor includes aprocessor circuit configured toprovide an
interrupt signal orlogic signal that indicates whether asensed capacitance value
meets aspecified threshold capacitance condition. Inanexample, the capacitive
seasor measures acapacitance characteristic relative toabaseline orreference
capacitance value, and the baseline orreference can beupdated oradjusted such



as to accommodate environment changes o other changes that can influence

sensed capacitance values.

In an example, a capacitive sensor is provided under-foot near an arch or

heel region of an insole of a shoe. The capacitive sensor can be substantially

planar or flat. The capacitive sensor can be rigid or flexible and configured to

conform to contours of a foot. In some cases, an air gap, such as can have a

relatively low dielectric constant or low relative permittivity, can exist between a

portion of the capacitive sensor and the foot when the shoe is worn. A gap filler,

such as can have a relatively high dielectric constant or greater relative

permittivity than air, can be provided above the capacitive sensor in order to

bridge any airspace between the capacitive sensor and a foot surface. The gap

filler can be compressible or incompressible. In an example, the gap filler is

selected to provide a suitable compromise between dielectric value and

suitability for use in footwear in order to provide a sensor with adequate

sensitivity and user comfort under foot.

The following discusses various components of an automated footwear

platform including a motorized lacing engine, a foot presence sensor, a mid-sole

plate, and various other components of the platform. While much of this

disclosure focuses on foot presence sensing as a trigger for a motorized lacing

engine, many aspects of the discussed desigas are applicable to a human-

powered lacing engine, or other circuits or features that can interface with a foot

presence sensor, such as to automate other footwear functions like data

collection or physiologic monitoring. The term "automated," such as used in

"automated footwear platform," is not intended to cover only a system that

operates without a specified user input. Rather, the term "automated footwear

platform" can include various electrically powered and human-powered,

automatically activated and human activated, mechanisms for tightening a lacing

or retention system of the footwear, or for controlling other aspects of active

footwear.



FIG. 1 illustrates generally an exploded view of components of an active

footwear article, according to an example embodiment. The example of FIG. 1

includes a motorized lacing system 100 with a lacing engine 110, a lid 120, an

actuator 130, a mid-sole plate 140, a mid-sole 1SS, and an outsole 165. The

lacing engine 110 can include a user-replaceable component in the system 100,

and can include or can be coupled to one or more foot presence sensors. In an

example, the lacing engine 110 includes, or is coupled to, a capacitive foot

presence sensor. The capacitive foot presence sensor, not shown in the example

of FIG. 1, can include multiple electrodes arranged on a foot-facing side of the

lacing engine 110. In an example, the electrodes of the capacitive foot presence

sensor can be housed within the lacing engine 110, can be integrated with the

housing of the lacing engine 110, or can be disposed elsewhere near the lacing

engine 110 and coupled to power or processing circuitry inside of the lacing

engine 110 using one or more electrical conductors.

Assembling the motorized lacing system 100 in the example of FIG. 1

starts with securing the mid-sole plate 140 within the mid-sole 155. Next, the

actuator 130 can be inserted into an opening in a lateral side of the mid-sole

plate 140, such as opposite to interface buttons that can be embedded in the

outsole 165. Next, the lacing engine 110 can be inserted into the mid-sole plate

140. In an example, the lacing engine 110 can be coupled with one or more

sensors that are disposed elsewhere in the footwear. Other assembly methods can

be similarly performed to construct the motorized lacing system 100.

In an example, the lacing system 100 is inserted under a continuous loop

of lacing cable and the lacing cable is aligned with a spool in the lacing engine

110. To complete the assembly, the lid 120 can be inserted into securing means

in the mid-sole plate 140, secured into a closed position, and latched into a

recess in the mid-sole plate 140. The lid 120 can capture the lacing engine 110

and can assist in maintaining alignment of a lacing cable during operation.

The mid-sole plate 140 includes a lacing engine cavity 141, medial and

lateral lace guides 142, an anterior flange 143, a posterior flange 144, superior



(top) and inferior (bottom) surfaces, and anactuator cutout 14S. The lacingengine cavity 141 isconfigured toreceive the lacing engine 110. Inthisexample, the lacing engine cavity 141 retains the lacing engine 110 inlateral andanterior/posterior directions, but does not include afeature tolock the lacingengine 110 into the cavity 141. Optionally, the lacing engine cavity 141 includesdetents, tabs, orother mechanical features along one ormore sidewalls tomorepositively retain the lacing engine 110within the lacing engine cavity 141.The lace guides 142 can assist inguiding alacing cable into position withthe lacing engine 110. The lace guides 142 can include chamfered edges andinferiorly slated ramps toassist inguiding alacing cable into adesired positionwith respect tothe lacing engine 110. Inthis example, the lace guides 142include openings inthe sides ofthe mid-sole plate 140 that are many times widerthan atypical lacing cable diameter, however other dimensions can beused.Inthe example ofFIG. 1,the mid-sole plate 140 includes asculpted orcontoured anterior flange 143 that extends further onamedial side ofthe mid-sole plate 140. The example anterior flange 143 isdesigned toprovide additionalsupport under the arch ofthe footwear platform However, inother examples theanterior flange 143 may beless pronounced onthe medial side. Inthis example,the posterior flange 144 includes acontour with extended portions onbothmedial and lateral sides. The illustrated posterior flange 144 can provideenhanced lateral stability for the lacing engine 110.Inanexample, one ormore electrodes can beembedded inordisposedonthe mid-sole plate 140, and can form aportion ofafoot presence sensor, suchasaportion ofacapacitive foot presence seasor. Inanexample, the lacingengine 110includes asensor circuit that iselectrically coupled tothe one ormore electrodes onthe mid-sole plate 140. The sensor circuit can beconfiguredtouse electric field orcapacitance information sensed from the electrodes todetermine whether afoot ispresent orabsent inaregion adjacent tothe mid-soleplate 140. Inanexample, the electrodes extend from ananterior-most edge ofthe anterior flange 143 toaposterior-most edge ofthe posterior flange 144, and



in other examples the electrodes extend over only part of one or both of the

flanges.

In an example, the footwear or the motorized lacing system 100 includes

or interfaces with one or more sensors that can monitor or determine a foot

presence in the footwear, foot absence from the footwear, or foot position

characteristic within the footwear. Based on information from one or more such

foot presence sensors, the footwear including the motorized lacing system 100

can be configured to perform various functions. For example, a foot presence

sensor can be configured to provide binary information about whether a foot is

present or not present in the footwear. In an example, a processor circuit coupled

to the foot presence sensor receives and interprets digital or analog signal

information and provides the binary information about whether a foot is present

or not present in the footwear. If a binary signal from the foot presence sensor

indicates that a foot is present, then the lacing engine 110 in the motorized lacing

system 100 can be activated, such as to automatically increase or decrease a

tension on a lacing cable, or other footwear constricting means, such as to

tighten or relax the footwear about a foot. In an example, the lacing engine 110,

or other portion of a footwear article, includes a processor circuit that can

receive or interpret signals from a foot presence sensor.

In an example, a foot presence sensor can be configured to provide

information about a location of a foot as it enters footwear. The motorized lacing

system 100 can generally be activated, such as to tighten a lacing cable, only

when a foot is appropriately positioned or seated in the footwear, such as against

all or a portion of the footwear article's insole. A foot presence sensor that

senses information about a foot travel or location can provide information about

whether a foot is fully or partially seated such as relative to an insole or relative

to some other feature of the footwear article. Automated lacing procedures can

be interrupted or delayed until information from the sensor indicates that a foot

is in a proper position.



Inanexample, atoot presence sensor can beconfigured toprovide
information about arelative location ofafoot inside offootwear. For example,
the foot presence sensor can beconfigured tosense whether the footwear isa
good "fit" for agiven foot, such asbydetermining arelative position ofone or
more ofafoot's arch, heel, toe, orother component, such asrelative tothe
corresponding portions ofthe footwear that are configured toreceive such foot
components. Inanexample, the foot presence sensor can beconfigured tosense
whether aposition ofafoot orafoot component changes over time relative toa
specified orpreviously-recorded reference position, such asdue toloosening ofa
lacing cable over time, ordue tonatural expansion and contraction ofafoot
itself.

Inanexample, afoot presence sensor can include anelectrical, magnetic,
thermal, capacitive, pressure, optical, orother sensor device that can be
configured tosense orreceive information about apresence ofabody. For
example, anelectrical sensor can include animpedance sensor that isconfigured
tomeasure animpedance characteristic between atleast two electrodes. When a
body such asafoot islocated proximal oradjacent tothe electrodes, the
electrical sensor can provide asensor signal having afirst value, and when a
body islocated remotely from the electrodes, the electrical sensor can provide a
seasor signal having adifferent second value. For example, afirst impedance
value can beassociated with anempty footwear condition, and alesser second
impedance value can beassociated with anoccupied footwear condition.

Anelectrical sensor can include anACsignal generator circuit and an
antenna that isconfigured toemit orreceive high frequency signal information,
such asincluding radio frequency information. Based onproximity ofabody
relative tothe antenna, one ormore electrical signal characteristics, such as
impedance, frequency, orsignal amplitude, can bereceived and analyzed to
determine whether abody ispresent. Inanexample, areceived signal strength
indicator (RSSI) provides information about apower level inareceived radio
signal. Changes inthe RSSI, such asrelative tosome baseline orreference value,



can beused toidentify apresence o absence ofabody. Inanexample, WiFi
frequencies can beused, for example inone ormore of2.4 GHz, 3.6 GHz, 4.9
GHz, SGHz, and S.9 GHz bands. Inanexample, frequencies inthe kilohertz
range can beused, for example, around 400kHz. Inanexample, power signal
changes can bedetected inmilliwatt ormicrowatt ranges.

Afoot presence sensor can include amagnetic sensor. Afirst magnetic
sensor can include amagnet and amagnetometer. Inanexample, a
magnetometer can bepositioned inornear the lacing engine 110. Amagnet can
belocated remotely from the lacing engine 110, such asinasecondary sole, or
insole, that isconfigured tobeworn above the outsole 165. Inanexample, the
magnet isembedded infoam orinanother compressible material ofthe
secondary sole. Asauser depresses the secondary sole such aswhen standing or
walking, corresponding changes inthe location ofthe magnet relative tothe
magnetometer can besensed and reported via asensor signal.

Asecond magnetic sensor can include amagnetic field sensor that is
configured tosense changes orinterruptions (e.g., via the Hall effect) ina
magnetic field. When abody isproximal tothe second magnetic sensor, the
sensor can generate asignal that indicates achange toanambient magnetic field.
For example, the second magnetic sensor can include aHall effect sensor that
varies avoltage output signal inresponse tovariations inadetected magnetic
field. Voltage changes atthe output signal can bedue toproduction ofavoltage
difference across anelectric signal conductor, such astransverse toanelectric
current inthe conductor and amagnetic field perpendicular tothe current.

Inanexample, the second magnetic sensor isconfigured toreceive an
electromagnetic field signal from abody. For example, Varshavsky etal., inU.S.
Patent No. 8,752,200, titled "Devices, systems and methods for security using
magnetic field based identification", teaches using abody's unique
electromagnetic signature for authentication. Inanexample, amagnetic sensor in
afootwear article can beused toauthenticate orverify that apresent user isa
shoe's owner via adetected electromagnetic signature, and that the article should



lace automatically, such asaccording toone omore specified lacing preferences
(e.g., tightness profile) ofthe owner.

Inanexample, afoot presence sensor includes athermal sensor that is
configured tosense achange intemperature inornear aportion ofthe footwear.
When awearer's foot enters afootwear article, the article's internal temperature
changes when the wearer's own body temperature differs from anambient
temperature ofthe footwear article. Thus the thermal sensor can provide an
indication that afoot islikely tobepresent ornot based onatemperature
change.

Inanexample, afoot presence sensor includes acapacitive sensor that is
configured tosense achange incapacitance. The capacitive sensor can include a
single plate orelectrode, orthe capacitive sensor can include amultiple-plate or
multiple-electrode configuration. Various examples ofcapacitive-type foot
presence sensors are further described herein.

Inanexample, afoot presence sensor includes anoptical sensor. The
optical sensor can beconfigured todetermine whether aline-of-sight is
interrupted, such asbetween opposite sides ofafootwear cavity. Inanexample,
the optical sensor includes alight sensor that can becovered byafoot when the
foot isinserted into the footwear. When the sensor indicates achange inasensed
light orbrightness condition, anindication ofafoot presence orposition can be
provided.

Any ofthe different types offoot presence sensors discussed herein can
beused independently, orinformation from two ormore different sensors or
sensor types can beused together toprovide more information about afoot
presence, absence, orientation, goodness-of-fit with the footwear, orother
information about afoot andorits relationship with the footwear.

FIGS. 2A-2C illustrate generally asensor system and motorized lacing
engine, according tosome example embodiments. FIG. 2Aintroduces various
external features ofanexample lacing engine 110, including ahousing structure
150, case screw 108, lace channel 112 (also referred toaslace guide relief 112),



lace channel transition 114, spool recess 1IS, button openings 122, buttons 121,

button membrane seal 124, programming header 128, spool 131, and lace groove

132 in the spool 131. Other designs can similarly be used. For example, other

switch types can be used, such as sealed dome switches, or the membrane seal

124 can be eliminated, etc. In an example, the lacing engine 110 can include one

or more interconnects or electrical contacts for interfacing circuitry internal to

the lacing engine 110 with circuitry outside of the lacing engine 110, such as an

external foot presence sensor (or component thereof), an external actuator like a

switch or button, or other devices or components.

The lacing engine 110 can be held together by one or more screws, such

as the case screw 108. The case screw 108 can be positioned near the primary

drive mechanisms to enhance structural integrity of the lacing engine 110. The

case screw 108 also functions to assist the assembly process, such as holding the

housing structure 150 together for ultra-sonic welding of exterior seams.

In the example of FIG. 2A, the lacing engine 110 includes the lace

channel 112 to receive a lace or lace cable once the engine is assembled into the

automated footwear platform. The lace channel 112 can include a channel wall

with chamfered edges to provide a smooth guiding surface against or within

which a lace cable can travel during operation. Part of the smooth guiding

surface of the lace channel 112 can include a channel transition 114, which can

be a widened portion of the lace channel 112 leading into the spool recess 115.

The spool recess 115 transitions from the channel transition 114 into generally

circular sections that conform closely to a profile of the spool 131. The spool

recess 11 can assist in retaining a spooled lace cable, as well as in retaining a

position of the spool 131. Other aspects of the design can provide other means to

retain the spool 131. In the example of FIG. 2A, the spool 131 is shaped

similarly to half of a yo-yo with a lace groove 132 running through a flat top

surface and a spool shaft (not shown in FIG. 2A) extending inferiorly from the

opposite side.



A lateral side of the lacing engine 110 includes button openings 122 that

house buttons 121 that can be configured to activate or adjust one or more

features of the automated footwear platform. The buttons 121 can provide an

external interface for activation of various switches included in the lacing engine

110. In some examples, the housing structure 150 includes a button membrane

seal 124 to provide protection from dirt and water. In this example, the button

membrane seal 124 is up to a few mils (thousandths of an inch) thick clear

plastic (or similar material) that can be adhered from a superior surface of the

housing structure 150, such as over a corner and down a lateral side. In another

example, the button membrane seal 124 is an approximately 2-mil thick vinyl

adhesive backed membrane covering the buttons 121 and button openings 122.

Other types of buttons and sealants can be similarly used.

FIG. 2B is an illustration of housing structure 150 including a top section

102 and a bottom section 104. In this example, the top section 102 includes

features such as the case screw 108, lace channel 112, lace channel transition

114, spool recess 115, button openings 122, and a button seal recess 126. In an

example, the button seal recess 126 is a portion of the top section 102 that is

relieved to provide an inset for the button membrane seal 124.

In the example of FIG. 2B, the bottom section 104 includes features such

as a wireless charger access 105, a joint 106, and a grease isolation wall 109.

Also illustrated, but not specifically identified, is the case screw base for

receiving case screw 108, as well as various features within the grease isolation

wall 109 for holding portions of a drive mechanism. The grease isolation wall

109 is designed to retain grease, or similar compounds surrounding the drive

mechanism, away from various electrical components of the lacing engine 110.

The housing structure 150 can include, in one or both of the top and

bottom sections 102 and 104, one or more electrodes 170 embedded in or

applied on a structure surface. The electrodes 170 in the example of FIG. 2B are

shown coupled to the bottom section 104. In an example, the electrodes 170

comprise a portion of a capacitance-based foot presence sensor circuit (see, e.g.,



the foot presence sensor 310 discussed herein). Additionally o r alternatively, the

electrodes 1 0 can b e coupled to the top section 102. Electrodes 170 coupled to

the top o r bottom sections 102 o r 104 can b e used for wireless power transfer

and/or as a portion o f a capacitance-based foot presence sensor circuit. In a n

example, the electrodes 170 include one o r more portions that are disposed o n an

outside surface o f the housing structure 150, and in another example the

electrodes 170 include one o r more portions that are disposed o n an inside

surface o f the housing structure 150.

FIG. 2 C is an illustration o f various internal components o f lacing engine

1 10, according to an example embodiment. In this example, the lacing engine

110 further includes a spool magnet 136, 0-ring seal 138, worm drive 140,

bushing 141, worm drive key, gear box 148, gear motor 145, motor encoder 146,

motor circuit board 147, worm gear 151, circuit board 160, motor header 161,

battery connection 162, and wired charging header 163. The spool magnet 136

assists in tracking movement o f the spool 131 though detection b y a

magnetometer (not shown in FIG. 2C). The o-ring seal 138 functions to seal out

dirt and moisture that could migrate into the lacing engine 1 10 around the spool

shaft. The circuit board 160 can include one or more interfaces o r interconnects

for a foot presence sensor, such as the capacitive foot presence sensor 310

described below. In a n example, the circuit board 160 includes one o r more

traces o r conductive planes that provide a portion o f the foot presence sensor

310.

In this example, major drive components o f the lacing engine 110 include

the worm drive 140, worm gear 151, gear motor 145 and gear box 148. The

worm gear 15 1 i s designed to inhibit back driving o f the worm drive 140 and

gear motor 145, which means the major input forces corning in from the lacing

cable via the spool 131 can be resolved o n the comparatively large worm gear

and worm drive teeth. This arrangement protects the gear box 148 from needing

to include gears o f sufficient strength to withstand both the dynamic loading

from active use o f the footwear platform or tightening loading from tightening



the lacing system. The worm drive 140 includes additional features to assist in

protecting various fragile portions of the drive system, such as the worm drive

key. In this example, the worm drive key is a radial slot in the motor end of the

worm drive 140 that interfaces with a pin through the drive shaft coming out of

the gear box 148. This arrangement prevents the worm drive 140 from imparting

undue axial forces on the gear box 148 or gear motor 14S by allowing the worm

drive 140 to move freely in an axial direction (away from the gear box 148),

transferring those axial loads onto bushing 141 and the housing structure 150.

FIG. 3 illustrates generally a block diagram of components of a

motorized lacing system 300, according to an example embodiment. The system

300 includes some, but not necessarily all, components of a motorized lacing

system such as including interface buttons 301, a capacitive foot presence sensor

310, and the housing structure 150 enclosing a printed circuit board assembly

(PCA) with a processor circuit 320, a battery 321, a charging coil 322, an

encoder 32S, a motion sensor 324, and a drive mechanism 340. The drive

mechanism 340 can include, among other things, a motor 341, a transmission

342, and a lace spool 343. The motion sensor 324 can include, among other

things, a single or multiple axis accelerometer, a magnetometer, a gyrometer, or

other sensor or device configured to sense motion of the housing structure 150,

or of one or more components within or coupled to the housing structure 150.

In the example of FIG. 3, the processor circuit 320 is in data or power

signal communication with one or more of the interface buttons 301, foot

presence sensor 310, battery 321, charging coil 322, and drive mechanism 340.

The transmission 342 couples the motor 341 to the spool 343 to form the drive

mechanism 340. In the example of FIG. 3, the buttons 301, foot presence sensor

310, and environment sensor 3S0 are shown outside of, or partially outside of,

the housing structure 150.

In alternative embodiments, one or more of the buttoas 301, foot

presence sensor 310, and environment sensor 3S0 can be enclosed in the housing

structure 150. In an example, the foot presence sensor 310 is disposed insideof



the housing structure 150 toprotect the sensor from perspiration and dirt or
debris. Minimizing oreliminating connections through the walls ofthe housing
structure 150 can help increase durability and reliability ofthe assembly.

Inanexample, the processor circuit 320 controls one ormore aspects of
the drive mechanism 340. For example, the processor circuit 320 can be
configured toreceive information from the buttons 301 and/or from the foot
presence sensor 310 and/or from the motion sensor 324 and, inresponse, control
the drive mechanism 340, such astotighten orloosen footwear about afoot. In
anexample, the processor circuit 320 isadditionally oralternatively configured
toissue commands toobtain orrecord sensor information, from the foot
presence sensor 310 orother sensor, among other functions. Inanexample, the
processor circuit 320 conditions operation ofthe drive mechanism 340 onone or
more ofdetecting afoot presence using the foot presence sensor 310, detecting a
foot orientation orlocation using the foot presence sensor 310, ordetecting a
specified gesture using the motion sensor 324.

Inanexample, the system 300 includes anenvironment sensor 350.
Information from the environment sensor 350 can beused toupdate oradjust a
baseline orreference value for the foot presence sensor 310. Asfurther
explained below, capacitance values measured byacapacitive foot presence
seasor can vary over time, such asinresponse toambient conditions near the
sensor. Using information from the environment sensor 350, the processor
circuit 320 and/or the foot presence sensor 310 can therefore beconfigured to
update oradjust ameasured orsensed capacitance value.

FIG. 4isadiagram illustrating pressure distribution data for anominal or
average foot (left) and for ahigh arch foot (right) inafootwear article 400 when
auser ofafootwear article isstanding. Inthis example, itcan beseen that the
relatively greater areas ofpressure underfoot include ataheel region 401 ,ata
ball region 402 (e.g., between the arch and toes), and atahallux region 403 (e.g.,
a"big toe" region). Asdiscussed above, however, itcan beadvantageous to
include various active components (e.g., including the foot presence sensor 310)



in a centralized region, such as at or near an arch region. In an example, in the

arch region, the housing structure 150 can be generally less noticeable or

intrusive to a user when a footwear article that includes the housing structure

150 is worn.

In the example of FIG. 4, the lacing engine cavity 141 can be provided in

an arch region. One or more electrodes corresponding to the foot presence sensor

310 can be positioned at or near a first location 405. Capacitance values

measured using the electrodes positioned at the first location 405 can be different

depending on the proximity of a foot relative to the first location 405. For

example, different capacitance values would be obtained for the average foot and

the high arch foot because a surface of the foot itself resides at a different

distance from the first location 405. In an example, a location of the foot

presence sensor 310 and/or the lacing engine 110 can be adjusted relative to

footwear (e.g., by a user or by a technician at a point of sale), such as to

accommodate different foot characteristics of different users and to enhance a

signal quality obtained from the foot presence sensor 310. In an example, a

sensitivity of the foot presence sensor 310 can be adjusted, such as by increasing

a drive signal level or by changing a dielectric material positioned between the

foot presence sensor 310 and the foot

FIGS. 5A and 5B illustrate generally diagrams of a capacitance-based

foot presence sensor in an insole of a footwear article, according to example

embodiments. The capacitance-based foot presence sensor can be provided

below a surface of an object or body 550, such as a foot, when the article

incorporating the sensor is worn.

In FIG. 5A, the capacitance-based foot presence sensor can include a first

electrode assembly 501A coupled to a capacitive sensing controller circuit 502.

In an example, the controller circuit 502 is included in or includes functions

performed by the processor circuit 320. In the example of FIG. 5A, the first

electrode assembly 501A and/or the controller circuit 502 can be included in or

mounted to an inner portion of the housing structure 150, or can be coupledto



the PCA inside of the housing structure 150. In an example, the first electrode

assembly 501 A can be disposed at or adjacent to a foot-facing surface of the

housing structure 150. In an example, the first electrode assembly S01A includes

multiple traces distributed across an internal, upper surface region of the housing

structure 150.

In FIG. SB, the capacitance-based foot presence sensor can include a

second electrode assembly S01B coupled to the capacitive sensing controller

circuit S02. The second electrode assembly S01B can be mounted to or near an

outer portion of the housing structure 150, and can be electrically coupled to the

PCA inside of the housing structure 150, such as using a flexible connector 511.

In an example, the second electrode assembly SOIB can be disposed at or

adjacent to a foot-facing surface of the housing structure 150. In an example, the

second electrode assembly S01B includes a flexible circuit that is secured to an

inner or outer surface of the housing structure 150, and coupled to the processor

circuit 320 via one or more conductors.

In an example, the controller circuit S02 includes an Atmel

ATSAML21El 8B-MU, ST Microelectronics STM32L476M, or other similar

device. The controller circuit S02 can be configured to, among other things,

provide an AC drive signal to at least a pair of electrodes in the first or second

electrode assembly S01A or S01B and, in response, sense changes in an electric

field based on corresponding changes in proximity of the object or body SS0 to

the pair of electrodes, as explained in greater detail below. In an example, the

controller circuit S02 includes or uses the foot presence sensor 310 or the

processor circuit 320.

Various materials can be provided between the electrode assembly S01

and the object or body SS0 to be sensed. For example, electrode insulation, a

material of the housing structure 150, an insole material, an insert material S10, a

sock or other foot cover, body tape, kinesiology tape, or other materials can be

interposed between the body SS0 and the electrode assembly S01, such as to

change a dielectric characteristic of the footwear and thereby influence a



capacitance detection sensitivity of a sensor that includes o uses the electrode

assembly 501 . The controller circuit 502 can be configured to update or adjust an

excitation or sensing parameter based on the number or type of interposed

materials, such as to enhance a sensitivity or signal-to-noise ratio of capacitance

values sensed using the electrode assembly 501 .

In the examples of FIGS. 5A-B, the first and/or second electrode

assembly 501A and/or S01B can be excited by a signal generator in the controller

circuit 502, and as a result an electric field can project from a top, foot-facing

side of the electrode assembly. In an example, an electric field below the

electrode assembly can be blocked at least in part using a driven shield

positioned below the sensing electrode. The driven shield and electrode

assembly can be electrically insulated from each other. For example, if the first

electrode assembly 501A is on one surface of the PCA then the driven shield can

be on the bottom layer of the PCA, or on any one of multiple inner layers on a

multi-layer PCA. In an example, the driven shield can be of equal or greater

surface area of the first electrode assembly 501A, and can be centered directly

below the first electrode assembly 501A. The driven shield can receive a drive

signal and, in response, generate an electric field of the same polarity, phase

and/or amplitude of an X axis leg of the field generated by the first electrode

assembly 501A. The driven shield's field can repel the electric field of the first

electrode assembly 501A, thereby isolating the sensor field from various

parasitic effects, such as undesired coupling to a ground plane of the PCA. A

driven shield can be similarly provided for use with the second electrode

assembly S01B. For example, the second electrode assembly 501B can be

provided above the housing structure 150 as shown in the example of FIG. SB,

and a portion of the housing structure 150 can include a conductive film that is

used as the driven shield. Additionally or alternatively, the driven shield can be

provided elsewhere in the footwear article when the second electrode assembly

501B is provided at a location other than atop the housing structure 150.

A preferred position in which to locate the housing structure 150 is in an



arch area of footwear because it is an area less likely to be felt by a wearer and is

less likely to cause discomfort to a wearer. One advantage of using capacitive

sensing for detecting foot presence in footwear includes that a capacitive sensor

can function well even when a capacitive sensor is placed in an arch region and a

user has a relatively or unusually high foot arch. For example, a sensor drive

signal amplitude or morphology characteristic can be changed or selected based

on a detected signal-to-noise ratio of a signal received from a capacitive sensor.

In an example, the sensor drive signal can be updated or adjusted each time

footwear is used, such as to accommodate changes in one or more materials

(e.g., socks, insoles, etc.) disposed between the first or second electrode

assembly 501A or 501B and the body 550.

In an example, an electrode assembly of a capacitive sensor, such as the

first or second electrode assembly 501A or 501B, can be configured to sense a

difference in signals between multiple electrodes, such as between X and Y-axis

oriented electrodes. In an example, a suitable sampling frequency can be

between about 2 and 50 Hz. In some examples, capacitance-based foot sensing

techniques can be relatively invariant to perspiration (wetness) on the insole or

in a sock around a foot The effect of such moisture can be to reduce a dynamic

range of the detection since the presence of moisture can increase a measured

capacitance. However, in some examples, the dynamic range is sufficient to

accommodate this effect within expected levels of moisture in footwear.

FIG. 6 illustrates generally a capacitive sensor system 600 for foot

presence detection, according to an example embodiment. The system 600

includes the body 550 (e.g., representing a foot in or near an active footwear

article) and first and second electrodes 601 and 602. The electrodes 601 and 602

can form all or a portion of the first or second electrode assembly 501A or 501B

from the examples of FIGS. 5A-B, such as comprising a portion of the foot

presence sensor 310. In the example of FIG. 6, the first and second electrodes

601 and 602 are illustrated as being vertically spaced relative to one another and

the body 550, however, the electrodes can similarly be horizontally spaced, for

example,



asdetailed inthe example ofFIGS. 7-9C. That is, inanexample, the electrodes
can bedisposed inaplane that isparallel toalower surface ofthe body 550. In
the example ofFIG. 6,the first electrode 601 isconfigured asatransmit
electrode and iscoupled toasignal generator 610. Inanexample, the signal
generator 610 comprises aportion ofthe processor circuit 320 from the example
ofFIG. 3.That is, the processor circuit 320 can beconfigured togenerate adrive
signal and apply ittothe first electrode 601.

Asaresult ofexciting the first electrode 601 with adrive signal from the
signal generator 610, anelectric field 615 can begenerated primarily between
the first and second electrodes 601 and 602. That is, various components ofthe
generated electric field 615 can extend between the first and second electrodes
601 and 602, and other fringe components ofthe generated electric field 615 can
extend inother directions. For example, the fringe components can extend from
the transmitter electrode orfirst electrode 601 away from the housing structure
150 (not pictured inthe example ofFIG. 6)and terminate back atthe receiver
electrode orsecond electrode 602.

Information about the electric field 615, including information about
changes inthe electric field 615 due toproximity ofthe body 550, can besensed
orreceived bythe second electrode 602. Signals sensed from the second
electrode 602 can beprocessed using various circuitry and used toprovide an
analog ordigital signal indicative ofpresence orabsence ofthe body 550.

For example, afield strength ofthe electric field 615 received bythe
second electrode 602 can bemeasured using asigma-delta analog-to-digital
converter circuit (ADC) 620 that isconfigured toconvert analog capacitance-
indicating signals todigital signals. The electrical environment near the
electrodes changes when anobject, such asthe body 550, invades the electric
field 615, including its fringe components. When the body 550 enters the field, a
portion ofthe electric field 615 isshunted toground instead ofbeing received
and terminated atthe second electrode 602 orpasses through the body 550 (e.g.,
instead ofthrough air) before being received atthe second electrode 602. This



can result inacapacitance change that can bedetected bythe toot presencesensor 310 andorbythe processor circuit 320.Inanexample, the second electrode 602 can receive electric fieldinformation substantially continuously, and the information can besampledcontinuously orperiodically bythe ADC 620. Information from the ADC 620can beprocessed orupdated according toanoffset 621, and then adigital outputsignal 622 can beprovided. Inanexample, the offset 621 isacapacitance offsetthat can bespecified orprogrammed (e.g., internally tothe processor circuit 320)orcan bebased onanother capacitor used for tracking environmental changesover time, temperature, and other variable characteristics ofanenvironment.Inanexample, the digital output signal 622 can include binaryinformation about adetermined presence orabsence ofthe body 5SO, such asbycomparing ameasured capacitance value toaspecified threshold value. Inanexample, the digital output signal 622 includes qualitative information about ameasured capacitance, such ascan beused (e.g., bythe processor circuit 320) toprovide anindication ofalikelihood that the body SS0 isorisnot present.Periodically, orwhenever the foot presence sensor 310 isnot active (e.g.,asdetermined using information from the motion sensor 324), acapacitancevalue can bemeasured and stored asareference value, baseline value, orambient value. When afoot orbody approaches the foot presence sensor 310andthe first and second electrodes 601 and 602, the measured capacitance candecrease orincrease, such asrelative tothe stored reference value. Inanexample, one ormore threshold capacitance levels can bestored, e.g., inon-chipregisters with the processor circuit 320. When ameasured capacitance valueexceeds aspecified threshold, then the body 550 can bedetermined tobepresent(or absent) from footwear containing the foot presence sensor 310.The foot presence sensor 310, and the electrodes 601 and 602 comprisingaportion ofthe foot presence sensor 310, can take multiple different forms asillustrated inthe several non-limiting examples that follow. Inanexample, the



toot presence sensor 310 isconfigured tosense oruse information about a
mutual capacitance among orbetween multiple electrodes orplates.

Inanexample, the electrodes 601 and 602 are arranged inanelectrode
grid. Acapacitive sensor that uses the grid can include avariable capacitor at
each intersection ofeach row and each column ofthe grid. Optionally, the
electrode grid includes electrodes arranged inone ormultiple rows orcolumns.
Avoltage signal can beapplied tothe rows orcolumns, and abody orfoot near
the surface ofthe sensor can influence alocal electric field and, inturn, can
reduce amutual capacitance effect. Inanexample, acapacitance change at
multiple points onthe grid can bemeasured todetermine abody location, such
asbymeasuring avoltage ineach axis. Inanexample, mutual capacitance
measuring techniques can provide information from multiple locations around
the grid atthe same time.

Inanexample, amutual capacitance measurement uses anorthogonal
grid oftransmit and receive electrodes. Insuch agrid-based sensor system,
measurements can bedetected for each ofmultiple discrete X-Ycoordinate
pairs. Inanexample, capacitance information from multiple capacitors can be
used todetermine foot presence orfoot orientation infootwear. Inanother
example, capacitance information from one ormore capacitors can beacquired
over time and analyzed todetermine afoot presence orfoot orientation. Inan
example, rate ofchange information about Xand/or Ydetection coordinates can
beused todetermine when orifafoot isproperly orcompletely seated with
respect toaninsole infootwear.

Inanexample, aself-capacitance based foot presence sensor can have the
same X-Y grid asamutual capacitance sensor, but the columns and rows can
operate independently. Inaself-capacitance sensor, capacitive loading ofabody
ateach column orrow can bedetected independently.

FIG. 7illustrates generally aschematic ofafirst capacitance-based foot
presence sensor, according toanexample embodiment. Inthe example ofFIG. 7,
afirst capacitive sensor 700 includes multiple parallel capacitive plates. The



multiple plates can be arranged on or in the housing structure 150, for example,

positioned at or near an underside of a foot when the footwear article including

the first capacitive sensor 700 is worn. In an example, the capacitive foot

presence sensor 310 includes or uses the first capacitive sensor 700.

In the example of FIG. 7, four conductive capacitor plates are illustrated

as 701-704. The plates can be made of a conductive material such as a

conductive foil. The foil can be flexible and can optionally be embedded into a

plastic of the housing structure 150 itself, or can be independent of the housing

structure 150. It is to be appreciated that any conductive material could be used,

such as films, inks, deposited metals, or other materials. In the example of FIG.

7, the plates 701-704 are arranged in a common plane and are spaced apart from

each other to form discrete conductive elements or electrodes.

A capacitance value of a capacitor is functionally related to a dielectric

constant of a material between two plates that form a capacitor. Within the first

capacitive sensor 700, a capacitor can be formed between each pair of two or

more of the capacitor plates 701-704. Accordingly, there are six effective

capacitors formed by the six unique combination pairs of the capacitor plates

701-704 as designated in FIG. 7 as capacitors A, B, C, D, E, and F. Optionally,

two or more of the plates can be electrically coupled to form a single plate. That

is, in an example, a capacitor can be formed using the first and second capacitor

plates 701 and 702 electrically coupled to provide a first conductor, and the third

and fourth capacitor plates 703 and 704 electrically coupled to provide a second

conductor.

In an example, a capacitive effect between the first and second capacitor

plates 701 and 702 is represented in FIG. 7 by a phantom capacitor identified by

letter A. The capacitive effect between the first and third capacitor plates 701

and 703 is represented by the phantom capacitor identified by letter B. The

capacitive effect between the second and fourth capacitor plates 702 and 704 is

represented by the phantom capacitor identified by letter C, and so on. A person

of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that each phantom capacitoris



representative o f a n electrostatic field extending between the respective pair o f

capacitor plates. Hereinafter, for the purpose o f easy identification, the capacitor

formed b y each pair o f capacitive plates i s referred t o b y the letter (e.g., "A",

"B", etc.) used i n FIG. 7 t o identify the phantom-drawn capacitors.

For each pair o f capacitor plates i n the example o f FIG. 7 , a n effective

dielectric between the plates includes a n airgap (or other material) disposed

between the plates. For each pair o f capacitor plates, any portion o f a body o r

foot that i s proximal t o the respective pair o f capacitive plates can become part

of, o r can influence, a n effective dielectric for the given pair o f capacitive plates.

That is, a variable dielectric can b e provided between each pair o f capacitor

plates according t o a proximity o f a body t o the respective pair o f plates. For

example, the closer a body o r foot i s t o a given pair o f plates, the greater the

value o f the effective dielectric may be. A s the dielectric constant value

increases, the capacitance value increases. Such a capacitance value change can

b e received b y the processor circuit 320 and used t o indicate whether a body i s

present a t o r near the first capacitive sensor 700.

I n a n example o f the foot presence sensor 310 that includes the first

capacitive sensor 700, a plurality o f capacitive sensor drive/monitor circuits can

b e coupled t o the plates 701-704. For example, a separate drive/monitor circuit

can b e associated with each pair o f capacitor plates i n the example o f FIG. 7 . I n

a n example, drive/monitor circuits can provide drive signals (e.g., time- varying

electrical excitation signals) t o the capacitor plate pairs and, i n response, can

receive capacitance-indicating values. Each drive/monitor circuit can b e

configured t o measure a variable capacitance value o f a n associated capacitor

(e.g., the capacitor "A" corresponding t o the first and second plates 701 and

702), and can b e further configured t o provide a signal indicative o f the

measured capacitance value. The drive/monitor circuits can have any suitable

structure for measuring the capacitance. I n a n example, the two o r more

drive/monitor circuits can b e used together, such a s t o provide a n indication o f a

difference between capacitance values measured using different capacitors.



FIG. 8illustrates generally aschematic ofasecond capacitance-based
foot presence sensor, according toanexample embodiment. The example of
FIG. 8includes asecond capacitive sensor 800 that includes first and second
electrodes 801 and 802. The foot presence sensor 310 can include oruse the
second capacitive sensor 800. Inthe example ofFIG. 8,the first and second
electrodes 801 and 802 are arranged along asubstantially planar surface, such as
inacomb configuration. Inanexample, adrive circuit, such asthe processor
circuit 320, can beconfigured togenerate anexcitation orstimulus signal to
apply tothe first and second electrodes 801 and 802. The same ordifferent
circuit can beconfigured tosense aresponse signal indicative ofachange in
capacitance between the first and second electrodes 801 and 802. The
capacitance can beinfluenced bythe presence ofabody orfoot relative tothe
electrodes. For example, the first and second electrodes 801 and 802 can be
arranged onornear asurface ofthe housing structure 150, such asproximal toa
foot when the foot ispresent within footwear that includes the housing structure
150. Inanexample, the second capacitive seasor 800 includes anetched
conductive layer, such asinanX-Y grid toform apattern ofelectrodes.
Additionally oralternatively, the electrodes ofthe second capacitive sensor 800
can beprovided byetching multiple separate, parallel layers ofconductive
material, for example with perpendicular lines ortracks toform agrid. Inthis
and other capacitive sensors, nodirect contact between abody orfoot and a
conductive layer orelectrode isneeded. For example, the conductive layer or
electrode can beembedded inthe housing structure 150, orcan becoated with a
protective orinsulating layer. Instead, the body orfoot tobedetected can
interface with orinfluence anelectric field characteristic near the electrodes, and
changes inthe electric field can bedetected.

Inanexample, separate capacitance values can bemeasured for the first
electrode 801 with respect toground ortoareference, and for the second
electrode 802 with respect toground ortoareference. Asignal for use infoot



presence detection can bebased onadifference between the separate capacitance
values measured for the first and second electrodes 801 and 802. That is, the foot
presence orfoot detection signal can bebased onadifference between discrete
capacitance signals that are measured using the first and second electrodes 801
and 802.

FIGS. 9Aand 9Billustrate generally examples ofathird capacitive
sensor 900, according tosome examples. FIG. 9Cillustrates generally an
example ofafourth capacitive sensor 902. FIG. 9Ashows aschematic top view
ofthe third capacitive sensor 900. FIG. 9Bshows aperspective view ofasensor
assembly 901 that includes the third capacitive sensor 900. FIG. 9Cshows a
schematic top view ofthe fourth capacitive sensor 902.

Inthe example ofFIG. 9A, the third capacitive sensor 900 includes an
electrode region with afirst electrode trace 911 and asecond electrode trace 912.
The first and second electrode traces 911and 912 are separated byaninsulator
trace 913. Inanexample, the first and second electrode traces 911and 912 can
becopper, carbon, orsilver, among other conductive materials, and can be
disposed onasubstrate made from FR4, flex, PET, orΓΓΟ,among other
materials. The substrate and traces ofthe third capacitive sensor 900 can include
one ormore flexible portions.

The first and second electrode traces 911and 912 can bedistributed
substantially across asurface area ofasubstrate ofthe third capacitive sensor
900. The electrode traces can bepositioned against anupper ortop surface ofthe
housing structure 150 when the third capacitive sensor 900 isinstalled. Inan
example, one orboth ofthe first and second electrode traces 911 and 912 can be
about 2mmwide. The insulator trace 913 can beabout the same width. Inan
example, the trace widths can beselected based on, among other things, a
footwear size oraninsole type. For example, different trace widths can be
selected for the first and second electrode traces 911and 912 and/or for the
insulator trace 913 depending on, e.g., adistance between the traces and the
body tobesensed, aninsole material, agap filler, housing structure 150



material, oother materials used inthe footwear, such astomaximize asignal-
to-noise ratio ofcapacitance values measured using the third capacilive sensor
900.

The third capacitive sensor 900 can include aconnector 915.The
connector 91can becoupled with amating connector, such ascoupled tothe
PCA inthe housing structure 150. The mating connector can include one or
more conductors toelectrically couple the first and second electrode traces 911
and 912 with the processor circuit 320.

Inanexample, the third capacitive sensor 900 includes input signal
conductors 920A and 920B. The input signal conductors 920A and 920B can be
configured tobecoupled with one ormore input devices, such asdome buttons
orother switches, such ascorresponding tothe buttons 121 inthe example of
FIG. 2A.

FIG. 9Billustrates the sensor assembly 901, including the third
capacitive sensor 900, the buttons 121 Aand 121B, and membrane seals 124A
and 124B. Inanexample, anadhesive couples corresponding conductive
surfaces ofthe input signal conductors 920A and 920B with and the buttons
121 Aand 121B. The membrane seals 124A and 124B can beadhered over the
buttons 121 Aand 121B, such astoprotect the buttons 121 Aand 121B from
debris.

Inthe example ofFIG. 9C, the fourth capacitive sensor 902 includes an
electrode region with afirst electrode trace 921 and asecond electrode trace 922.
The first and second electrode traces 921 and 922 are separated byaninsulator
trace 923. The electrode traces can comprise various conductive materials, and
the fourth capacitive sensor 902 can include one ormore flexible portions. The
four capacitive sensor 902 can include aconnector 925, and the connector 915
can becoupled with amating connector, such ascoupled tothe PCA inthe
housing structure 150.

The present inventors have recognized that aproblem tobesolved
includes obtaining asuitable sensitivity oforresponse from acapacitive foot



presence sensor, for example, when all or aportion of the foot presence sensor is

spaced apart from afoot or body tobedetected, such as byanair gap orother

intervening material. The present inventors have recognized that a solution can

include using multiple electrodes of specified shapes, sizes, and orientations to

enhance anorientation and relative strength of anelectric field that is produced

when the electrodes are energized. That is, the present inventors have identified

an optimal electrode configuration for use incapacitive foot presence sensing.

In anexample, multiple electrodes of the fourth capacitive sensor 902

include the first and second electrode traces 921 and 922, and each of the first

and second electrode traces 921 and 922 includes multiple discrete fingers or

traces that extend substantially parallel to one another. For example, the first and

second electrode traces 921 and 922 can include multiple interleaved conductive

finger portions, as shown in FIG. 9C.

In anexample, the second electrode trace 922 can include ashoreline or

perimeter portion that extends substantially about the outer perimeter edge or

surface portion of the fourth capacitive sensor 902, and substantially surrounds

the first electrode trace 921 . In the example of FIG. 9C, the shoreline that

includes the second electrode trace 922 extends around substantially all of the

top surface of the fourth capacitive sensor 902 assembly, however, the shoreline

can extend about a lesser portion of the sensor in some other examples. The

present inventors have further recognized that an optimal electric field for

detecting foot presence is generated when most or all of the fingers of first and

second electrode traces 921 and 922 are arranged substantially parallel to one

another, such as instead of including one or more traces or finger portions that

are non-parallel. For example, incontrast with the fourth capacitive sensor 902,

the third capacitive sensor 900 of FIG. 9Aincludes non-parallel fingers, such as

at an upper portion of the first electrode trace 911that includes vertically

extending finger portions and at a lower portion of the first electrode trace 911

that includes horizontally extending finger portions. The relative thickness of the

first and second electrode traces 921 and 922 can be adjusted tofurther enhance



sensitivity o f the sensor. In a n example, the second electrode trace 922 is three o r

more times thicker than the first electrode trace 921.

In an example, capacitance values measured b y the foot presence sensor

310, such as using one o r more o f the first, second, third, and fourth capacitive

seasors 700, 800, 900, and 902, can b e provided to a controller o r processor

circuit, such as the processor circuit 320 o f FIG. 3 . In response to the measured

capacitance, the processor circuit 320 can actuate the drive mechanism 340, such

a s to adjust a footwear tension about a foot. The adjusting operation can

optionally b e performed a t least in part b y discrete, "hard-wired" components,

can b e performed b y a processor executing software, o r can b e performed b e a

combination o f hard-wired components and software. In an example, actuating

the drive mechanism 340 includes (1) monitoring signals from the foot presence

seasor 310 using one o r more drive/monitor circuits, such a s using the processor

circuit 320, (2) determining which, if any, o f received capacitance signals

indicate a capacitance value that meets o r exceeds a specified threshold value

(e.g., stored in memory registers o f the processor circuit 320 and/or in a memory

circuit in data communication with the processor circuit 320), (3) characterizing

a location, size, orientation, o r other characteristic o f a body o r foot near the foot

presence sensor 310, such a s based upon various specified threshold values that

are exceeded, and (4) permitting, enabling, adjusting, o r suppressing actuation o f

the drive mechanism 340 depending upon the characterization.

FIG. 10 illustrates a flowchart showing a n example o f a method 1000

that includes using foot presence information from a footwear sensor. A t

operation 1010, the example includes receiving foot presence information from

the foot presence sensor 310. The foot presence information can include binary

information about whether o r not a foot is present in footwear (see, e.g., the

interrupt signals discussed in the examples o f FIGS. 12-14), o r can include an

indication o f a likelihood that a foot is present in a footwear article. The

information can include an electrical signal provided from the foot presence

sensor 310 to the processor circuit 320. In a n example, the foot presence



information includes qualitative information about a location of a foot relative to

one or more sensors in the footwear.

At operation 1020, the example includes determining whether a foot is

fully seated in the footwear. If the sensor signal indicates that the foot is fully

seated, then the example can continue at operation 1030 with actuating the drive

mechanism 340. For example, when a foot is determined to be fully seated at

operation 1020, such as based on information from the foot presence sensor 310,

the drive mechanism 340 can be engaged to tighten footwear laces via the spool

131, as described above. If the sensor signal indicates that the foot is not fully

seated, then the example can continue at operation 1022 by delaying or idling for

some specified interval (e.g., 1-2 seconds, or more). After the specified delay

elapses, the example can return to operation 1010, and the processor circuit can

re-sample information from the foot presence sensor 310 to determine again

whether the foot is fully seated.

After the drive mechanism 340 is actuated at operation 1030, the

processor circuit 320 can be configured to monitor foot location information at

operation 1040. For example, the processor circuit can be configured to

periodically or intermittently monitor information from the foot presence sensor

310 about an absolute or relative position of a foot in the footwear. In an

example, monitoring foot location information at operation 1040 and receiving

foot presence information at operation 1010 can include receiving information

from the same or different foot presence sensor 310. For example, different

electrodes can be used to monitor foot presence or position information at

operations 1010 and 1040.

At operation 1040, the example includes monitoring information from

one or more buttons associated with the footwear, such as the buttons 121. Based

on information from the buttons 12 1, the drive mechanism 340 can be instructed

to disengage or loosen laces, such as when a user wishes to remove the footwear.

In an example, lace tension information can be additionally or

alternatively monitored or used as feedback information for actuating the drive



mechanism 340, o for tensioning laces. For example, lace tension information

can be monitored by measuring a drive current supplied to the motor 341. The

tension can be characterized at a point of manufacture or can be preset or

adjusted by a user, and can be correlated to a monitored or measured drive

current level.

At operation 1050, the example includes determining whether a foot

location has changed in the footwear. If no change in foot location is detected by

the foot presence sensor 310 and the processor circuit 320, then the example can

continue with a delay at operation 1052. After a specified delay interval at

operation 1052, the example can return to operation 1040 to re-sample

information from the foot presence sensor 310 to again determine whether a foot

position has changed. The delay at operation 1052 can be in the range of several

milliseconds to several seconds, and can optionally be specified by a user.

In an example, the delay at operation 1052 can be determined

automatically by the processor circuit 320, such as in response to determining a

footwear use characteristic. For example, if the processor circuit 320 determines

that a wearer is engaged in strenuous activity (e.g., running, jumping, etc.), then

the processor circuit 320 can decrease a delay duration provided at operation

1052. If the processor circuit determines that the wearer is engaged in non-

strenuous activity (e.g., walking or sitting), then the processor circuit can

increase the delay duration provided at operation 1052. By increasing a delay

duration, battery life can be preserved by deferring sensor sampling events and

corresponding consumption of power by the processor circuit 320 and/or by the

foot presence sensor 310. In an example, if a location change is detected at

operation 1050, then the example can continue by returning to operation 1030,

for example, to actuate the drive mechanism 340 to tighten or loosen the

footwear about the foot In an example, the processor circuit 320 includes or

incorporates a hysteretic controller for the drive mechanism 340 to help avoid

unwanted lace spooling in the event of, e.g., minor detected changes in foot

position.



FIG. 1 1 illustrates a flowchart showing a n example o f a method 1100 o f

using foot presence information from a footwear sensor. The example o f FIG. 1 1

can, i n a n example, refer t o operations o f a state machine, such a s can b e

implemented using the processor circuit 320 and the foot presence sensor 310.

State 1110 can include a "Ship" state that represents a default o r baseline

state for a n active footwear article, the article including one o r more features that

can b e influenced b y information from the foot presence sensor 3 10. I n the Ship

state 1 1 10, various active components o f the footwear can b e switched off o r

deactivated t o preserve the footwear's battery life.

I n response t o a "Power Up" event 1 1 15, the example can transition t o a

"Disabled" o r inactive state 1 120. The drive mechanism 340, o r other features o f

the active footwear, can remain o n standby i n the Disabled state 1 120. Various

inputs can b e used a s triggering events t o exit the Disabled state 1 120. For

example, a user input from one o f the buttons 121 can b e used t o indicate a

transition out o f the Disabled state 1 120. I n a n example, information from the

motion sensor 324 can b e used a s a wake-up signal. Information from the motion

sensor 324 can include information about movement o f the footwear, such a s can

correspond t o a user placing the shoes i n a ready position, o r a user beginning t o

insert a foot into the footwear.

The state machine can remain i n the Disabled state 1 120 following the

Power U p event 1115 until a n Autolace enabled event 1123 i s encountered o r

received. The Autolace enabled event 1 123 can b e triggered manually b y a user

(e.g., using a user input o r interface device t o the drive mechanism 340), o r can

b e triggered automatically i n response to, e.g., gesture information received from

the motion sensor 324. Following the Autolace enabled event 1123, a Calibrate

event 1 125 can occur. The Calibrate event 1 125 can include setting a reference

o r baseline value for a capacitance o f the foot presence sensor 310, such a s t o

account for environmental effects o n the sensor. The calibration can b e

performed based o n information sensed from the foot presence sensor 310 itself

o r can b e based o n programmed o r specified reference information.



Following the Autolace enabled event 1123, the state machine can enter a

holding state 1130 to "Wait for foot presence signal". At state 1130, the state

machine can wait for an interrupt signal from the foot presence sensor 310

and/or from the motion sensor 324. Upon receipt of the interrupt signal, such as

indicating a foot is present, or indicating a sufficient likelihood that a foot is

present, an event register can indicate "Foot found" at event 1135.

The state machine can transition to or initiate various functions when a

Foot found event 1135 occurs. For example, the footwear can be configured to

tighten or adjust a tension characteristic using the drive mechanism 340 in

response to the Foot found event 1135. In an example, the processor circuit 320

actuates the drive mechanism 340 to a adjust lace tension by an initial amount in

response to the Foot found event 1135, and the processor circuit 320 delays

further tensioning the footwear unless or until a further control gesture is

detected or user input is received. That is, the state machine can transition to a

"Wait for move" state 1140. In an example, the processor circuit 320 enables the

drive mechanism 340 but does not actuate the drive mechanism following the

Foot found event 1135. At state 1140, the state machine can hold or pause for

additional sensed footwear motion information before initiating any initial or

further tension adjustment. Following the Wait for move state 1140, a Stomp /

Walk / Stand event 1145 can be detected and, in response, the processor circuit

320 can further adjust a tension characteristic for the footwear.

The Stomp / Walk / Stand event 1145 can include various discrete,

sensed inputs, such as from one or more sensors in the active footwear. For

example, a Stomp event can include information from the motion sensor 324 that

indicates an affirmative acceleration (e.g., in a specified or generic direction) and

an "up" or "upright" orientation. In an example, a Stomp event includes a "high

knee" or kick type event where a user raises one knee substantially vertically and

forward. An acceleration characteristic from the motion sensor 324 can be

analyzed, such as to determine whether the acceleration meets or exceeds a

specified threshold. For example, a slow knee-raise event may not triggera



Stomp event response, whereas a rapid or quick knee-raise event may trigger a

Stomp event response.

A Walk event can include information from the motion sensor 324 that

indicates an affirmative step pattern and an "up" or "upright" orientation. In an

example, the motion sensor 324 and/or the processor circuit 320 is configured to

identify a step event, and the Walk event can be recognized when the step event

is identified and when an accelerometer (e.g., included with or separate from the

motion sensor 324) indicates that the footwear is upright.

A Stand event can include information from the motion sensor that

indicates an "up" or "upright" orientation, such as without further information

about an acceleration or direction change of the footwear from the motion

sensor. In an example, the Stand event can be discerned using information about

a change in a capacitance signal from the capacitive foot presence sensor 310,

such as further described below. That is, a capacitance signal from the foot

presence sensor 310 can include signal variations that can indicate whether a

user is standing, such as when the user's foot applies downward pressure on the

footwear.

The specific examples of the Stomp / Walk / Stand event 1145 are not to

be considered limiting and various other gestures, time-based inputs, or user-

input controls can be provided to further control or influence behavior of the

footwear, such as after a foot is detected at the Foot found event 1135.

Following the Stomp / Walk / Stand event 1145, the state machine can

include a "Wait for unlace" state 1150. The Wait for unlace state 1150 can

include monitoring user inputs and/or gesture information (e.g., using the motion

sensor 324) for instructions to relax, de-tension, or unlace the footwear. In the

Wait for unlace state 1150, a state manager such as the processor circuit 320 can

indicate that the lacing engine or drive mechanism 340 is unlaced and should

return to the Wait for foot presence signal state 1130. That is, in a first example,

an Unlaced event 1155 can occur (e.g., in response to a user input), the state

machine can transition the footwear to an unlaced state, and the state machine



can return to the Wait for foot presence signal state 1130. In a second example,

an Autolace disabled event 1153 can occur and transition the footwear to the

Disabled state 1120.

FIG. 12 illustrates generally a chart 1200 of first time-varying

information from a capacitive foot presence sensor. The example of FIG. 12

includes a capacitance vs. time chart and a first time-varying capacitance signal

1201 plotted on the chart. In an example, the first time-varying capacitance

signal 1201 can be obtained using the foot presence sensor 3 10 described herein.

The first time-varying capacitance signal 1201 can correspond to a measured

capacitance, or an indication of an influence of a body on an electric field,

between multiple electrodes in the foot presence sensor 310, as described above.

In an example, the first time-varying capacitance signal 1201 represents an

absolute or relative capacitance value, and in another example, the signal

represents a difference between multiple different capacitance signals.

In an example, the first capacitance signal 1201 can be compared with a

specified first threshold capacitance value 1211. The foot presence sensor 310

can be configured to perform the comparison, or the processor circuit 320 can be

configured to receive capacitance information from the foot presence sensor 310

and perform the comparison. In the example of FIG. 12, the first threshold

capacitance value 121 1 is indicated to be a constant non-zero value. When the

first capacitance signal 1201 meets or exceeds the first threshold capacitance

value 1211, such as at time Ti, the foot presence sensor 310 and/or the processor

circuit 320 can provide a first interrupt signal INT 1. The first interrupt signal

ENTi can remain high as long as the capacitance value indicated by the foot

presence sensor 310 meets or exceeds the first threshold capacitance value 121 1.

In an example, the first interrupt signal NT can be used in the example

of FIG. 10, such as at operations 1010 or 1020. At operation 1010, receiving foot

presence information from the foot presence sensor 310 can include receiving

the first interrupt signal ΓΝΤι , such as at the processor circuit 320. In an

example, operation 1020 can include using interrupt signal informationto



determine whether a foot is, or is likely to be, fully seated in footwear. For

example, the processor circuit 320 can monitor a duration of the first interrupt

signal INT1 to determine how long the foot presence sensor 310 provides a

capacitance value that exceeds the first threshold capacitance value 1211. If the

duration exceeds a specified reference duration, then the processor circuit 320

can determine that a foot is, or is likely to be, fully seated.

In an example, the first interrupt signal INT1 can be used in the example

of FIG. 11, such as at state 1130 or event 1135. At state 1130, the state machine

can be configured to wait for an interrupt signal, such as INT1, from the

processor circuit 320 or from the foot presence sensor 310. At event 1135, the

state machine can receive the first interrupt signal INT1 and, in response, one or

more following states can be initiated.

In an example, the first threshold capacitance value 121 1 is adjustable.

The threshold can change based on measured or detected changes in a

capacitance baseline or reference, such as due to environment changes. In an

example, the first threshold capacitance value 1211 can be specified by a user.

The user's specification of the threshold value can influence a sensitivity of the

footwear. In an example, the first threshold capacitance value 1211 can be

adjusted automatically in response to sensed environment or material changes in

or around the foot presence sensor 310.

FIG. 13 illustrates generally a chart 1300 of second time-varying

information from a capacitive foot presence sensor. The example of FIG. 13

shows how fluctuations of a second capacitance signal 1202 near the first

threshold capacitance value 1211 can be handled or used to determine more

information about a foot presence or orientation in footwear.

In an example, the second capacitance signal 1202 is received from the

foot presence sensor 310, and the second capacitance signal 1202 is compared

with the first threshold capacitance value 1211. Other threshold values can

similarly be used depending on, among other things, a user, a user preference, a

footwear type, or an environment or environment characteristic. In the example



of FIG. 13, the second capacitance signal 1202 can cross the first threshold

capacitance value 1211 at times T2, T3, and T4. In an example, the multiple

threshold crossings can be used to positively identify a foot presence by the foot

presence sensor 310, such as by indicating a travel path for a foot as it enters the

footwear. For example, the time interval bounded by the first and second

threshold crossings at times T2 and T can indicate a duration when a foot's toes

or phalanges are positioned at or near electrodes of the foot presence sensor 310.

The interval between T3 and T , when the sensed capacitance is less than the first

threshold capacitance value 1211, can correspond to a time when the foot's

metatarsal joints or metatarsal bones travel over or near the electrodes of the foot

presence sensor 310. The metatarsal joints and bones can be spaced away from

the foot presence sensor 310 by a distance that is greater than a distance of the

phalanges to the foot presence sensor 310 when the phalanges travel into the

footwear, and therefore the resulting measured capacitance between T3 and T

can be less. At time T4, the heel or talus of the foot can slide into position and

the arch can become seated over electrodes of the foot presence sensor 310,

thereby bringing a sensed capacitance back up and exceeding the first threshold

capacitance value 1211. Accordingly, the foot presence sensor 310 or the

processor circuit 320 can be configured to render a second interrupt signal INT2

between times T2 and T3, and to render a third interrupt signal INT3 following

time T4.

In an example, the processor circuit 320 can be configured to positively

identify a foot presence based on a sequence of interrupt signals. For example,

the processor circuit 320 can use information about received interrupt signals

and about one or more intervals or durations between the received interrupt

signals. For example, the processor circuit can be configured to look for a pair of

interrupt signals separated by a specified duration to provide a positive

indication of a foot presence. In FIG. 13, for example, a duration between T3 and

T4 can be used to provide an indication of a foot presence, such as with some

adjustable or specified margin of error. In an example, the processor circuit 320



can receive interrupt signals as data and process the data together with other user

input signals, for example aspart of agesture-based user input. Inanexample,

information about apresence or absence of aninterrupt signal can beused to

validate or dismiss one or more other signals. For example, an accelerometer

signal can be validated and processed bythe processor circuit 320 when an
interrupt signal isor was recently received, or the accelerometer signal can be

dismissed bythe processor circuit 320 when an interrupt signal corresponding to

the foot presence sensor is absent.

The examples of FIG. 12 and FIG. 13show embodiments wherein

measured capacitance values from the foot presence sensor 310 are reliably

constant or reproducible over time, including inthe presence of changes in

environmental conditions. Inmany footwear use cases, however, ambient

capacitance changes inembedded electronics can occur constantly or

unpredictably, such asdue to changes in temperature, humidity, or other

environmental factors. Significant changes in ambient capacitance can adversely

affect activation of the foot presence sensor 310, such asbychanging abaseline
or reference capacitance characteristic of the sensor.

FIG. 14 illustrates generally achart 1400 of third time-varying

information from acapacitive foot presence sensor. The example of FIG. 14

shows how reference capacitance changes, such asdue to changes in various

ambient conditions, changes inuse scenarios, or changes due to wear and tear or

degradation of footwear components, can be accounted for. The example

includes a third capacitance signal 1203 plotted onthe chart 1400 with a second

threshold capacitance 1212 and a time- varying reference capacitance 1213. In

the example of FIG. 14, the time-varying reference capacitance 1213 increases

over time. In other examples, areference capacitance can decrease over time, or

can fluctuate, such asover the course of afootwear usage event (e.g., over the
course ofone day, one game played, one user's settings or preferences, etc.). In

anexample, areference capacitance can change over a life cycle ofvarious



components of the footwear itself, such as an insole, outsole, sock liner, orthotic

insert, or other component of the footwear.

In an example, the third capacitance signal 1203 is received from the foot

presence sensor 310, and the third capacitance signal 1203 is compared with the

second threshold capacitance 1212, such as using processing circuitry on the foot

presence sensor 310 or using the processor circuit 320. In an example that does

not consider or use the time-varying reference capacitance 1213, threshold

crossings for the third capacitance signal 1203 can be observed at times Ts, T6,

and T8. The second threshold capacitance 1212 can be adjusted, however, such

as in real-time with the sensed information from the foot presence sensor 310.

Adjustments to the second threshold capacitance 1212 can be based on the time-

varying reference capacitance 1213.

In an example, the second threshold capacitance 1212 is adjusted

continuously and by amounts that correspond to changes in the time-varying

reference capacitance 1213. In an alternative example, the second threshold

capacitance 1212 is adjusted in stepped increments, such as in response to

specified threshold change amounts of the time-varying reference capacitance

1213. The stepped-adjustment technique is illustrated in FIG. 14 by the stepped

increase in the second threshold capacitance 1212 over the interval shown. For

example, the second threshold capacitance 1212 is increased at times T7 and Tio

in response to specified threshold increases in capacitance, ∆C, in the time-

varying reference capacitance 1213. In the example of FIG. 14, the third

capacitance signal 1203 crosses the reference-compensated second threshold

capacitance 1212 at times T5, T6, and T9. Thus different interrupt signals or

interrupt signal timings can be provided depending on whether the threshold is

reference-compensated. For example, a fourth interrupt signal INT can be

generated and provided between times Ts and T6. If the second threshold

capacitance 1212 is used without reference compensation, then a fifth interrupt

signal I Τ5 can be generated and provided at time Ts. However, if the reference-

compensated second threshold capacitance 1212 is used, then the fifth interrupt



signal INT5 is generated and provided at time T9 as illustrated when the third

capacitance signal 1203 crosses the compensated second threshold capacitance

1212.

Logic circuits can be used to monitor and update threshold capacitance

values. Such logic circuits can be incorporated with the foot presence sensor 310

or with the processor circuit 320. Updated threshold levels can be provided

automatically and stored in the on-chip RAM. In an example, no input or

confirmation from a user is needed to perform a threshold update.

FIG. 15 illustrates generally a chart 1500 of fourth time-varying

information from a capacitive foot presence sensor. The example of FIG. 15

shows how reference capacitance changes, such as due to changes in various

ambient conditions, changes in use scenarios, or changes due to wear and tear or

degradation of footwear components, can be accounted for. The example

includes a fourth capacitance signal 1204 plotted on the chart 1500 with an

adaptive threshold capacitance 1214. The fourth capacitance signal 1204 can be

provided by the foot presence sensor 310. The adaptive threshold capacitance

1214 can be used to help compensate for environment or use-case-related

changes in capacitance measured by the foot presence sensor 310.

In an example, the foot presence sensor 310 or processor circuit 320 is

configured to monitor the fourth capacitance signal 1204 for signal magnitude

changes, such as for changes greater than a specified threshold magnitude

amount. That is, when the fourth capacitance signal 1204 includes a magnitude

change that meets or exceeds a specified threshold capacitance magnitude, ∆C,

then the foot presence sensor 310 or processor circuit 320 can provide an

interrupt signal.

In an example, sensed or measured capacitance values of the fourth

capacitance signal 1204 are compared with a reference capacitance or baseline,

and that reference or baseline can be updated at specified or time-varying

intervals. In the example of FIG. 15, a reference update occurs periodically at



times T
1 1

, T12, T 13, etc., as shown. Other intervals, or updates in response to

other triggering events, can additionally or alternatively be used.

In the example of FIG. 15, an initial reference capacitance can be 0, or

can be represented by the x-axis. A sixth interrupt signal INT6 can be provided at

time T
1 1

after the fourth capacitance signal 1204 increases by greater than the

specified threshold capacitance magnitude ∆C relative to a previously specified

reference. In the example of FIG. 15, interrupts can be provided at periodic

intervals, however, in other examples an interrupt can be provided

contemporaneously with identifying the threshold change in capacitance.

Following the identified threshold change, such as at time T 1 1, a

reference or baseline capacitance can be updated to a first capacitance reference

C1. Following time Tn, the foot presence sensor 310 or processor circuit 320 can

be configured to monitor the fourth capacitance signal 1204 for a subsequent

change by at least ∆C in the signal, that is, to look for a capacitance value of C1

+ ∆Cor C1 - ∆C.

In an example that includes identifying a capacitance increase at a first

time, the interrupt signal status can be changed in response to identifying a

capacitance decrease at a subsequent time. However, if a further capacitance

increase is identified at the subsequent time, then the reference capacitance can

be updated and subsequent comparisons can be made based on the updated

reference capacitance. This scenario is illustrated in FIG. 15. For example, at

time T
12

, a capacitance increase in the fourth capacitance signal 1204 is detected,

and the reference can be updated to a second capacitance reference C2. Since the

first and subsequent second capacitance changes represent increases, the status

of the sixth interrupt signal INT6 can be unchanged. At time T
13

, a capacitance

decrease in the fourth capacitance signal 1204 is detected, and the reference can

be updated to a third capacitance reference C3. Since the capacitance change at

time T
1

is a decrease that is greater than the specified threshold capacitance

magnitude ∆C, the status of the sixth interrupt signal INT6 can be changed (e.g.,

from an interrupt asserted state to an unasserted state).



In an example, the first detected change at time Tn and corresponding

interrupt signal IΝΤ represents a foot that is sensed by the foot presence sensor

310 and determined to be present in footwear. Subsequent increases in the

reference capacitance represent changes to a baseline capacitance measured by

the foot presence sensor 310, such as due to environment changes at or near the

seasor. The detected change at time T can represent a foot being removed from

the footwear and being no longer sensed proximal to the foot presence sensor

310. A subsequent capacitance change (e.g., at time T i6) can represent the foot

being re-inserted into the footwear.

FIG. 16 illustrates generally a chart 1600 of time-varying information

from a capacitive foot presence sensor and a signal morphology limit, according

to an example embodiment. The example includes fifth and sixth capacitance

signals 1205 and 1206 plotted on the chart 1600. The chart 1600 further includes

a morphology limit 1601. The morphology limit 1601 can be compared to

sampled segments of a capacitance signal from the foot presence sensor 310.

The comparison can be performed using the foot presence sensor 310 or

processor circuit 320 to determine whether a particular sampled segment

conforms to the morphology limit 1601. In the example of FIG. 16, the

morphology limit defines a lower limit that, if exceeded, indicates that the

capacitance signal segment does not represent, or is unlikely to represent, a foot

presence proximal to the foot presence sensor 310.

The illustrated sampled portion of the fifth capacitance signal 1205

conforms to the morphology limit 1601. In the example of FIG. 16, the

morphology limit 1601 defines a morphology that includes a capacitance signal

magnitude change, or dip, dwell, and recovery. Following identification that the

fifth capacitance signal 1205 conforms to all or a portion of the morphology

limit 1601, an interrupt signal can be provided to indicate a foot presence or

successful detection.

The illustrated sampled portion of the sixth capacitance signal 1206 does

not conform to the morphology limit 1601. For example, the steep decrease and



long dwell time o f the sixth capacitance signal 1206 falls outside o f the bounds

defined b y the morphology limit 1601, and therefore a n interrupt signal can b e

withheld, such a s t o indicate that a foot i s not detected b y the foot presence

sensor 310.

The morphology limit 1601 can b e fixed o r variable. For example, the

morphology limit can b e adjusted based o n information about a reference

capacitance, environment, footwear use case, user, sensitivity preference, o r

other information. For example, the morphology limit 1601 can b e different

depending o n a type o f footwear used. That is, a basketball shoe can have a

different morphology limit 1601 than a running shoe, a t least i n part because o f

the different geometry o r materials o f the shoes o r a n amount o f time that a user

i s expected t o take t o put o n o r take off a particular footwear article. I n a n

example, the morphology limit 1601 can b e programmed b y a user, such a s t o

correspond t o a user's unique footwear donning o r doffing preferences o r

procedures.

A s explained above, the foot presence sensor 310 can have a n associated

fixed o r variable baseline o r reference capacitance value. The reference

capacitance value can b e a function o f a n electrode surface area, o r o f a n

electrode placement relative t o other footwear components, o r o f a footwear

orientation, o r o f a n environment i n which the sensor o r footwear itself i t used.

That is, a sensor can have some associated capacitance value without a foot

present i n the footwear, and that value can b e a function o f a dielectric effect o f

one o r more materials o r environmental factors a t o r near the sensor. I n a n

example, a n orthotic insert (e.g., insole) i n footwear can change a dielectric

characteristic o f the footwear a t o r near a capacitive sensor. The processor circuit

320 can optionally b e configured t o calibrate the foot presence sensor 310 when

a baseline o r reference characteristic changes, such a s when a n insole i s changed.

I n a n example, the processor circuit 320 can b e configured to automatically

detect baseline o r reference capacitance changes, o r can b e configured t o update

a baseline o r reference capacitance i n response t o a user input o r command.



FIG. 1 7 illustrates generally a n example 1700 o f a diagram o f a

capacitance-based foot presence sensor i n a midsole o f a footwear article and

located under a dielectric stack. The example 1700 includes the housing

structure 150, such a s can include o r use a lacing engine o r drive mechanism 340

that i s actuated a t least i n part based o n information from a capacitive foot

presence sensor 1701. The capacitive foot presence sensor 1701 can b e

configured t o provide a capacitance o r capacitance-indicating signal based o n a

presence o r absence o f the body SS0 proximal t o the sensor.

One o r more materials can b e provided between the body 550 and the

capacitive foot presence sensor 1701, and the one o r more materials can

influence the sensitivity o f the sensor, o r can influence a signal-to-noise ratio o f

a signal from the sensor. I n a n example, the one o r more materials form a

dielectric stack. The one o r more materials can include, among other things, a

sock 1751, a n airgap such a s due t o a n arch height o f the body 550 a t o r near the

sensor, a sock liner 1750, a fastener 1730 such a s Velcro, o r a dielectric filler

1720. I n a n example, when the capacitive foot presence sensor 1701 i s provided

inside o f the housing structure 150 the top wall o f the housing structure 150

itself i s a portion o f the dielectric stack. I n a n example, a n orthotic insert can b e

a portion o f the dielectric stack.

The present inventors have recognized that providing a dielectric stack

with a high relative permittivity, o r a high k - value, can enhance the input

sensitivity o f the capacitive foot presence sensor 1701. Various high k - value

materials were tested and evaluated for effectiveness and suitability i n footwear.

I n a n example, the dielectric filler 1720 can include a neoprene member. The

neoprene member can b e specified t o have a hardness o r durometer characteristic

that i s comfortable t o use underfoot i n footwear and that provides a sufficient

dielectric effect to increase the sensitivity o f the capacitive foot presence sensor

1701 , such a s relative t o having a n airgap o r other low k-value material i n its

place. I n a n example, the neoprene member includes a closed-cell foam material

with about a 3 0 shore A hardness value.



FIG. 18 illustrates generally an example that includes a chart 1800

showing an effect o f the dielectric filler 1720 on a capacitance-indicating signal

from the capacitive foot presence sensor 1701. In the chart 1800, the x axis

indicates a number of digital samples and corresponds to time elapsed, and the y

axis indicates a relative measure of capacitance detected b y the capacitive foot

presence sensor 1701. The chart 1800 includes a time-aligned overlay of a

capacitance-indicating first signal 1801 corresponding to a first type of the

dielectric filler 1720 material and a capacitance-indicating second signal 1802

corresponding to a different second type of the dielectric filter 1720.

In the example, the first signal 1801 corresponds to footwear with a first

dielectric member provided as the dielectric filler 1720. The first dielectric

member can include, for example, a polyurethane foam having a first dielectric

k -value. The chart 1800 shows multiple instances of the body 550 being inserted

into and then removed from an article o f footwear that includes the first

dielectric member and the foot presence sensor 1701. For example, a first

portion 1820 of the first signal 1801 indicates a reference or baseline capacitance

measured b y the capacitive foot presence sensor 1701. In the example of FIG.

18, the reference or baseline is normalized to a value of zero. The reference or

baseline condition can correspond to no foot present in the footwear. That is, the

first portion 1820 of the first signal 1801 indicates that a foot is absent from the

footwear. A t a time corresponding to approximately sample 600, the body 550

can b e inserted into the footwear and can b e situated at or near the capacitive

foot presence sensor 1701 and the first dielectric member. Following insertion, a

magnitude of the first signal 1801 changes, such as b y a first amount 1811, and

indicates that a foot (or other body) is present in the footwear. In the example of

FIG. 18, the body 550 is present in the footwear for a duration corresponding to

a second portion 1821 of the first signal 1801 , such as corresponding to

approximately samples 600 through 1400. At a time corresponding to

approximately sample 1400, the body 550 can be removed from the footwear.



When the body 550 isremoved, the first signal 1801 can return toits reference
orbaseline value.

Inthe example ofFIG. 18, the second signal 1802 corresponds to
footwear with asecond dielectric member provided asthe dielectric filler 1720.
The second dielectric member can include, for example, aneoprene foam having
asecond dielectric -value that exceeds the first dielectric k-value ofthe first
dielectric member discussed above. The chart 1800 shows multiple instances of
the body 550 being inserted into and then removed from anarticle offootwear
that includes the second dielectric member and the foot presence sensor 1701.
The first portion 1820 ofthe second signal 1802 indicates areference orbaseline
capacitance measured bythe capacitive foot presence sensor 1701 and, inthe
example ofFIG. 18, the first portion 1820 ofthe second signal 1802 indicates
that afoot isabsent from the footwear. Atatime corresponding toapproximately
sample 600, the body 550 can beinserted into the footwear and can besituated at
ornear the capacitive foot presence sensor 1701 and the second dielectric
member. Following insertion, amagnitude ofthe second signal 1802 changes,
such asbyasecond amount 1812, and indicates that afoot (or other body) is
present inthe footwear. Inthe example, the second amount 1812 exceeds the
first amount 1811. The difference inmagnitude change isattributed tothe type
ofmaterial used for the dielectric filler 1720. That is, amagnitude ofthe
capacitance-indicating first and second signals 1801 and 1802 can bedifferent
when adifferent dielectric stack isused. When the dielectric stack includes a
high k-value dielectric filler 1720, then the difference inmagnitude, or
difference from baseline, isgreater than when adielectric stack includes alow k-
value dielectric filter 1720.

Inanexample, anorthotic insert comprises aportion ofadielectric stack
infootwear. The present inventors performed avariety oftests toevaluate an
effect ofvarious orthotic inserts oncapacitive foot sensing techniques. Full and
partial length orthotic insoles were tested. The addition ofaregular (partial
length) orthotic tothe footwear increased anoverall dielectric effect ofthe stack



and decreased an electric field sensitivity to the presence of a foot. A sensed

signal amplitude (e.g., corresponding to a sensed change in capacitance) also

decreased in the presence of the orthotic. An RMS amplitude of a noise floor,

however, was similar with or without the orthotic. The response under loading

and unloading conditions was also similar.

Based on results of the orthotics tests, using capacitive sensing for

detection of foot presence with regular or full-length orthotics is feasible with

respect to signal to noise resolution. Using partial or full length orthotics, a SNR

exceeding a desired minimum of about 6 (IB can be used to resolve foot

presence, and can be used under both light duty and high duty loading

conditions. In an example, the foot presence sensor 3 10 can include or use a

capacitance offset range to compensate for added dielectric effects of orthotics.

Variations in an air gap between a full-length orthotic and electrodes of

the foot presence sensor 310 can correspond to measurable variations in SNR as

a function of an applied load. For example, as demonstrated in the example of

FIG. 18, when a high k-value dielectric material is provided at or near a

capacitive foot presence sensor, then the SNR can be improved over examples

that include or use a low k-value dielectric material.

Various foot zones were found to behave similarly under low loading

conditions, such as showing no significant deformation of the gap distance under

the orthotic. Under high loading conditions, however, such as when a user is

standing, an arch region of an orthotic can be compressed and an air gap can be

substantially minimized or eliminated. Thus under sensing conditions, measured

electric fields in the presence of an orthotic can be similar in magnitude to

electric fields measured using a production or OEM insole. In an example of an

orthotic or OEM production insole that creates an airgap between the foot

presence sensor 310 and a body to be detected, various materials can be provided

or added to compensate for or fill in the airgap. For example, a gap-filling foam

such as neoprene can be provided at an underside of a full-length orthotic.



I n a n example, including a n orthotic i n a n insole increases a n overall

dielectric thickness o f a dielectric stack, decreasing the electric field sensitivity

t o the presence o f the foot The signal amplitude decreased with the orthotic. A n

RMS amplitude o f a noise characteristic was similar with o r without the orthotic.

I t was also determined that the dielectric member that occupies a volume

between a sense electrode o f a capacitive seasor and the lower surface o f the

orthotic can have a large influence o n the sensitivity o f the capacitive sensor. A

polyurethane foam, for example having a k - value o f 1.28, can have about 70%

less signal amplitude than that measured when using a neoprene foam with a

dielectric constant o r k-value o f about 5.6. With noise amplitude being equal,

this equates t o a n SNR difference o f about 4.6 dB.

Using capacitive sensing for detection o f foot presence with carbon fiber

orthotics i s thus feasible with respect t o signal t o noise. The SNR exceeds the

minimum o f 6 d B required t o resolve foot presence was measured.

FIG. 1 9 illustrates generally a n example o f a chart 1900 that shows a

portion o f a capacitance-indicating third signal 1 803 from a capacitance-based

foot presence sensor i n footwear. I n the chart 1900, the x axis indicates a number

o f digital samples and corresponds t o time elapsed, and the y axis indicates a

relative measure o f capacitance detected b y the capacitive foot presence sensor

1701 . Information from the third signal 1 803 can b e used t o determine whether a

user i s applying a downward force o n the footwear, such a s can b e used t o

discern whether the user i s sitting o r standing, o r t o determine a step count, o r t o

determine a user gait characteristic, among other things.

A t a n initial time, such a s corresponding t o sample "0" o n the x axis, the

third signal 1803 can have a reference o r baseline value o f about 0 o n the

relative capacitance scale. A t 1901, o r a t about sample 175 o n the x axis, the

third signal 1803 includes a footwear donning event corresponding to, e.g., the

body 550 being inserted into the footwear. The third signal 1803 includes a

footwear doffing event a t 1910, o r a t about sample 10000, after which the third

signal 1 803 returns t o the baseline value.



The example ofFIG. 19further includes athreshold 1920. The threshold
1920 can correspond toarelative capacitance value that indicates the body 5S0
ispresent inthe footwear. For example, when afoot orthe body 0ispresent in
the footwear, the relative capacitance indicated bythe third signal 1803 exceeds
the threshold 1920, and when the foot orbody 550 isabsent from the footwear,
the relative capacitance can fall below the threshold 1920. Various methods or
techniques can beused todynamically adjust the threshold 1920, such asfurther
described herein, such astoaccount for environmental changes orfootwear
material changes.

Between the footwear donning and doffing events at1901 and 1910,
respectively, such ascorresponding toaninterval between samples 175 and
1000, the wearer ofthe footwear article can transition multiple times between
sitting and standing positions. Transitions between sitting and standing can
correspond tofluctuations inthe third signal 1803 for example due to
compression and relaxation offootwear materials that form adielectric stack
over acapacitive sensor that provides the third signal 1803. That is, when auser
stands and exerts adownward force onthe dielectric stack, one ormore
materials inthe dielectric stack can compress and the user's foot can move
closer tothe capacitive sensor, thereby changing arelative capacitance measured
using the sensor. When auser sits and the downward force onthe dielectric stack
isreduced, then the dielectric stack materials can relax orextend, and the user's
foot can move away from the capacitive sensor.

The donning event 1901 includes aturbulent portion ofthe third signal
1803. That is, instead ofshowing asmooth orgentle transition, the third signal
1803 fluctuates rapidly and erratically asthe user seats his orher foot into
position within the footwear. Inanexample, the donning event 1901 includes
lacing, such asautomatic ormanual lacing, which can correspond toauser
exerting various forces onthe footwear materials, including onthe dielectric
stack, and the user adjusting the footwear's tension about the user's foot. Inthe
example ofFIG. 19, following the donning event at1901 ,auser can beseated



for a first duration 1931, such as corresponding to samples 200 through 275. For

the first duration 1931, the third signal 1803 can have an average value of about

220 relative capacitance units.

Following the first duration 1931, the user can stand, causing the

material(s) of the dielectric stack to compress and thereby permitting the user's

foot to approach the capacitive sensor under the stack. When the user is fully

standing and compressing the dielectric stack, the third signal 1803 can have an

average value of about 120 relative capacitance units for a second duration 1932.

That is, a magnitude of the third signal 1803 can change by a first magnitude

change amount 1951 as the user transitions from sitting to standing, or as the

user transitions from exerting minimal force on the dielectric stack to exerting a

maximum force on the dielectric stack, and thereby changing a dielectric

characteristic of the dielectric stack itself. In an example, the first magnitude

change amount 1951 can correspond to a magnitude of the force exerted on the

dielectric stack. That is, the first magnitude change amount 1951 can be used to

determine, among other things, a user's weight or whether the user is running or

walking, for example because the user is expected to exert a greater force on the

dielectric stack when running as compared to walking.

In the example of FIG. 19, at about sample 375, the third signal 1803

returns to a value of about 220 relative capacitance units when the user returns to

a seated posture. The user sits for a third duration 1933 before the next relative

capacitance change.

A dashed-line portion of the third signal 1803 (following about sample

500 in the example of FIG. 19) indicates a time passage and a change in scale of

the x axis. In an example, the samples 0 through 500 correspond to a time when

footwear incorporating the capacitive sensor is new, or when a new dielectric

stack is used with the footwear. The samples following about sample 9,800 can

correspond to a time when the footwear is older or partially worn out, or when a

portion of the dielectric stack is compressed and fails to recoil or expand under

relaxed or non-use conditions.



I n the example o f FIG. 19, the third signal 1803 indicates several user

transitions between sitting and standing postures. In the example, a fourth

duration 1934 and a sixth duration 1936 correspond t o a sitting posture with

minimal force o r pressure applied to a dielectric stack i n the footwear. A fifth

duration 193S corresponds t o a standing posture with elevated force applied o n

the dielectric stack. I n the example, the fourth and sixth durations 1934 and 1936

can correspond t o a n average value o f about 240 relative capacitance units. That

is, the average o f the fourth and sixth durations 1934 and 1936 can exceed the

average o f the first and third durations 1931 and 1933, which was about 220

units. I n a n example, the difference between the average values can b e attributed

t o wear and tear o f one o r more portions o f the dielectric stack o r other footwear

materials that change over time with use o f the footwear. I n the example, the

fifth duration 193S can correspond to a n average value o f about 150 relative

capacitance units, which exceeds the average value o f about 120 units for the

third duration 1933. Furthermore, the difference between sitting and standing

postures, that i s between force applied o r not applied to the dielectric stack, can

differ for the case o f the new footwear and the used footwear. The first

magnitude change amount 19S1 indicates about a 200 unit change i n relative

capacitance for new footwear between standing and seated postures, and a

second magnitude change amount 19S2 indicates about a 150 unit change i n

relative capacitance for older o r used footwear between standing and seated

postures. In the example o f FIG. 19, the fourth through sixth durations 1934-

1936 further indicate a relatively noisy signal a s compared to the first through

third durations 1931-1933, which can additionally b e attributed t o wear and tear

o f footwear o r sensor components.

FIG. 19 thus illustrates that information from the third signal 1803 can b e

used to indicate, among other things, a footwear lifecycle status o r footwear

usage characteristic. The information can b e used, for example, t o help prevent

user injury b y reporting t o o r warning a user that one o r more footwear



components are worn or exhausted, and may no longer be available to provide

optimal or sufficient cushioning or foot retention.

In an example, information from a capacitive foot sensor can be used to

derive or determine step frequency information, which can in turn be used as a

step counter or pedometer, such as when a user's stride is known or

determinable. Referring again to FIG. 1 , fluctuations in the third signal 1803

can correspond to different step events. For example, the second duration 1932

can correspond to an interval that includes a first portion of a user step, such as

when a user's first foot is on the ground and the user's body weight applies a

force on the user's footwear, and the footwear includes a capacitance-based foot

presence sensor that provides the third signal 1803. Following the second

duration 1932, the user can shift his or her weight from the user's first foot to his

or her second foot. As a result, pressure or force applied by the user to the

footwear can be reduced, and a corresponding change in the third signal 1803

can be observed. For example, a magnitude of the third signal 1803 can increase,

such as by the first magnitude change amount 1951. When the user steps again

and returns to the first foot, then the magnitude of the third signal 1803 can

decrease, such as by the same or similar first magnitude change amount 1951. In

an example, the magnitude change can depend on, or can be related to, a force

applied by the user on the footwear, which can in turn correspond to how

quickly the user is walking or running. For example, a greater magnitude change

amount can correspond to a running pace, while a lesser change amount can

correspond to a walking pace.

In an example, a duration, interval, or sample count of a specified portion

of the third signal 1803 can be used to determine a step interval or step count.

For example, the first duration 1931 can have a sample count of about 75

samples, and the second duration 1932 can have a sample count of about 50

samples. If the first and duration 1931 corresponds to a first portion of a user'

walking or stepping cycle when a first foot is off the ground, and the second

duration 1932 corresponds to a later second portion of the user's walkingor



stepping cycle when the first toot i s o n the ground, then the user can have a step

interval o f about 12S samples. Depending o n the sample rate, the step interval

can b e correlated with a walking o r running pace, such a s using the processor

circuit 320 to process the sample count information.

I n a n example, a duration, interval, o r sample count between signal

magnitude changes in the third signal 1803 can b e used to determine a step

interval o r step count. Magnitude changes, such a s greater than a specified

threshold magnitude change amount, can b e identified b y the processor circuit

320, and then the processor circuit 320 can calculate o r identify interval lengths

between the identified magnitude changes. For example, an onset o f the second

duration 1932 can b e identified b y the processor circuit 320 to b e a t about

sample 325, such a s corresponding to a magnitude change observed in the third

signal 1803 that i s greater than a specified threshold change. A n end o f the

second duration 1932 can b e identified b y the processor circuit 320 to b e a t

about sample 375, such a s corresponding to a subsequent magnitude change

observed in the third signal 1 803 and is greater than the specified threshold

change. The processor circuit 320 can calculate a difference between the sample

counts and determine that the second duration 1932 is about 5 0 samples in

duration. The processor circuit 320 can similarly determine a duration o r sample

length for any one o r more segments o f the third signal 1803. The processor

circuit 320 can then determine a step interval, and a step interval can b e used to

determine a distance traveled o r a rate a t which the user is moving. In a n

example, information about a user's stride length can b e used together with the

step interval information to determine the distance traveled.

I n an example, a user's stride length is not specified o r known. The

user's stride length can optionally b e determined using information from one o r

more other sensors, such a s an accelerometer o r position sensor (e.g., a GPS

seasor) in coordination with the foot sensor information. For example,

information from a position sensor can indicate a total distance traveled b y a

user over a specified duration. The processor circuit 320, o r other processor



appurtenant t o the footwear, can receive the third signal 1803 and correlate a

number o f signal magnitude change events with steps and distance traveled t o

determine a n average user step o r stride length. For example, i f a user travels

100 meters i n 3 0 seconds, and a capacitance-indicating signal from a foot

presence sensor indicates 1 0 0 signal magnitude change events within the same

3 0 second interval, then the processor circuit 320 o r other processor can

determine the user's stride i s about 100 meters / 100 magnitude change events =

1 meter per magnitude change event.

I n a n example, information from the third signal 1803 can b e used to

determine a user gait characteristic, o r a change i n a user's gait. The processor

circuit 320 can, for example, b e configured t o monitor the capacitance-indicating

signal over time, such a s t o identify changes i n the signal. For example, the

processor circuit 320 can monitor a first (or other) duration o r first step event

after a detected donning event. Generally, users can b e expected t o begin

walking o r running i n a similar manner, such a s using a similar gait, each time

the user dons the footwear. I f the processor circuit 320 detects a deviation from

a n established baseline o r average signal characteristic following footwear

donning, then the user can b e alerted. Similarly, the processor circuit 320 can b e

configured t o detect usage characteristics o r deviations that can b e associated

with user fatigue, which can i n turn lead to injury. For example, a deviation from

a n established baseline o r reference signal characteristic can indicate a foot o r

ankle has rotated o r slid within the footwear, such a s because a foot position

change can correspondingly change a dielectric characteristic a t o r above a

capacitance-based foot presence sensor. I n a n example that includes a n

automatic lacing engine, information about the foot position change can b e used

t o automatically tighten the footwear about the user's foot t o help prevent injury

t o the user.

The following aspects provide a non-limiting overview o f the footwear

and capacitive sensors discussed herein.



Aspect 1can include ouse subject matter (such asanapparatus, asystem, adevice, amethod, ameans for performing acts, oradevice readablemedium including instructions that, when performed bythe device, can cause thedevice toperform acts), such ascan include oruse amethod for controllingactive footwear. The method can include receiving atime- varying sensor signalfrom acapacitive sensor that iscoupled toanarticle offootwear, wherein thecapacitive sensor isconfigured tosense information about aposition ofafoot asthe foot enters orexits the article, and using aprocessor circuit toidentify aseries ofsignal change events inthe received time- varying sensor signal, thesignal change events corresponding toasignal magnitude change that exceeds aspecified threshold magnitude change amount. Aspect 1can further include,based onthe series asidentified, determining whether the foot ispresent inorabsent from the article. Aspect 2can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with the subjectmatter ofAspect 1,tooptionally include wherein the determining whether the footispresent inorabsent from the article includes: identifying timings offirst andsubsequent second signal change events; determining aduration between thetimings; and providing anindication that the foot ispresent when the duration asdetermined exceeds aspecified threshold duration.Aspect 3can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with the subjectmatter ofAspect 1,tooptionally include wherein the identifying the series ofsignal change events includes adjusting areference capacitance ofthe capacitivesensor from which the signal magnitude change isdetermined. Aspect 4can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with the subjectmatter ofAspect 3,tooptionally include wherein the adjusting the referencecapacitance includes periodically adjusting the reference capacitance atafixedtime interval. Aspect 5can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with the subjectmatter ofAspect 3,tooptionally include sensing achange inanenvironmentcharacteristic using anenvironment sensor, and wherein the adjusting the



reference capacitance includes based on the change in the environment
characteristic.

Aspect 6can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with the subject
matter ofAspect S,tooptionally include the sensing the change inthe environment
characteristic using the environment sensor includes sensing atemperature change
orahumidity change.

Aspect 7can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with the subject
matter ofone orany combination ofAspects 1through 6tooptionally include
initiating, using the processor circuit, an automated footwear tightening or
loosening device inthe article inresponse tothe determined presence orabsence
ofthe foot.

Aspect 8can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with the subject
matter ofAspect 7,tooptionally include comprising receiving gesture information
from anaccelerometer inthe article, and wherein the initiating includes tightening
orloosening the footwear includes using the gesture information asreceived from
the accelerometer inthe article.

Aspect 9can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with the subject
matter ofone orany combination ofAspects 1through 8tooptionally include
using the processor circuit, providing aninterrupt signal toalacing engine when
the foot isdetermined tobepresent inthe article.

Aspect 10can include, orcan optionally becombined with the subject
matter ofone orany combination ofAspects 1through 9toinclude oruse, subject
matter (such asanapparatus, amethod, ameans for performing acts, oramachine
readable medium including instructions that, when performed bythe machine, that
can cause the machine toperform acts), such ascan include oruse amethod for
controlling active footwear, the method comprising using aprocessor circuit,
receiving adigital interrupt signal from acapacitive sensor circuit inanarticle of
footwear, the digital interrupt signal indicating whether a foot is present in
proximity toacapacitive proximity sensor that islocated inafirst location inor
onaninsole and inanarch region ofthe article, and using the processor circuit,



conditionally operating amotorized tensioning device totighten the article aboutthe foot when the digital interrupt signal indicates the foot ispresent inthe article.Aspect 11can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with thesubject matter ofAspect 10, tooptionally include generating the digital interruptsignal using information from the capacitive sensor, the generating based onarelationship between acapacitance measured bythe capacitive proximity sensorand aspecified threshold capacitance. Aspect 12can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with thesubject matter ofAspect 11, tooptionally include determining the relationshipbetween the capacitance measured bythe capacitive proximity sensor and thespecified threshold capacitance using anenvironment-dependent capacitancereference value. Aspect 13can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with thesubject matter ofAspect 12, tooptionally include determining the environment-dependent capacitance reference value using information from anenvironmentsensor. Aspect 14can include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with thesubject matter ofAspect 13, tooptionally include periodically updating theenvironment-dependent capacitance reference value using the information fromthe environment sensor. Aspect IScan include oruse, orcan optionally becombined with thesubject matter ofone orany combination ofAspects 13or14tooptionally includeupdating the environment-dependent capacitance reference value when theinformation from the environment sensor indicates achange inanambienttemperature orhumidity inornear the footwear. Aspect 16can include, orcan optionally becombined with the subjectmatter ofone orany combination ofAspects 1through 1toinclude oruse, subjectmatter (such asanapparatus, amethod, ameans for performing acts, oramachinereadable medium including instructions that, when performed bythe machine, thatcan cause the machine toperform acts), such ascan include oruse amethod for



controlling active footwear, the method comprising receiving a time-varying

sensor signal from a capacitive sensor that is coupled to an article of footwear,

wherein the capacitive sensor is configured to sense information about a position

of a foot as the foot enters or exits the article, and using a processor circuit,

identifying a first value of the time- varying sensor signal, the first value including

information about a first foot location relative to a sensor portion of the footwear.

Aspect 16can further include using the processor circuit, identifying a subsequent

second value of the time-varying sensor signal, the second value including

information about a second foot location relative to the same sensor portion of the

footwear, and using the processor circuit, determining whether the foot is present

in or absent from the article based on a relationship between the first and

subsequent second values of the time- varying sensor signal.

Aspect 17 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of Aspect 16, to optionally include using the processor circuit,

identifying a subsequent third value of the time- varying sensor signal, the third

value including information about a third foot location relative to the same sensor

portion of the footwear, and using the processor circuit, determining whether the

foot is present in the article based on a relationship between the first, second, and

third values of the time- varying sensor signal.

Aspect 18 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of Aspect 17, tooptionally include the determining whether the foot

is present in the article based on the relationship between the first, second, and

third values of the time- varying sensor signal includes identifying afirst difference

between the first and second values, and identifying a second difference between

the second and third values, and providing a foot presence determination based on

the first and second differences.

Aspect 19 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of Aspect 17, to optionally include determining whether the foot is

present in the article includes comparing the first, second, and third values with a

specified threshold capacitance value, and then providing a foot presence



determination when the first and third values meet or exceed the specified

threshold capacitance value.

Aspect 20 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of one or any combination of Aspects 16 through 19 to optionally

include determining whether the foot is present in or absent from the article based

on the relationship includes based on a determined difference between the first

and subsequent second values of the time-varying sensor signal.

Aspect 2 1 can include, or can optionally be combined with the subject

matter of one or any combination of Aspects 1 through 20 to include or use, subject

matter (such as an apparatus, a method, a means for performing acts, or a machine

readable medium including instructions that, when performed by the machine, that

can cause the machine to perform acts), such as can include or use a method for

controlling active footwear, the method comprising receiving a time-varying

sensor signal from a capacitive sensor that is coupled to an article of footwear,

wherein the capacitive sensor is configured to sense information about a position

of a foot as the foot enters or exits the article and using a processor circuit:

identifying a time-varying morphology characteristic of the time-varying sensor

signal, comparing the identified time-varying morphology characteristic to a

template, and based on the comparison, providing an indication that the foot is

present in or absent from the article.

Aspect 22 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of Aspect 21, to optionally include identifying the time-varying

morphology characteristic of the time-varying sensor signal includes identifying

at least two signal magnitude changes within a specified signal duration.

Aspect 23 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of one or any combination of Aspects 2 1 or 22 to optionally include

receiving the time-varying sensor signal from the capacitive sensor includes

receiving time-varying signal magnitude information relative to an adjustable

capacitance reference value.



Aspect 24 can include o use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of Aspect 23, to optionally include updating the capacitance

reference value after a specified reference duration elapses.

Aspect 25 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of one or any combination of Aspects 22 or 23 to optionally include

updating the capacitance reference value in response to a sensed change in an

environment characteristic.

Aspect 26 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of one or any combination of Aspects 22 through 24 to optionally

include updating the capacitance reference value in response to a user input.

Aspect 27 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of one or any combination of Aspects 2 1 through 26 to optionally

include the comparing the identified time-varying morphology characteristic to

the template includes comparing the identified time-varying morphology

characteristic to a user-specific morphology template.

Aspect 28 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of Aspect 27, to optionally include preparing the user-specific

morphology template using information from the capacitance sensor acquired

during a learning period.

Aspect 29 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of one or any combination of Aspects 2 1 through 28 to optionally

include initiating an automated footwear tightening or loosening device in the

footwear using the indication that the foot is present in or absent from the

footwear.

Aspect 30 can include or use, or can optionally be combined with the

subject matter of Aspect 29, to optionally include receiving gesture information

from a motion sensor disposed in the footwear, and wherein the initiating includes

tightening or loosening the footwear based on gesture information received from

the motion sensor.



Aspect 31can include o use, orcan optionally becombined with the
subject matter ofone orany combination ofAspects 21through 30tooptionally
include collecting footwear usage data from one ormore other sensors inthe
footwear when the foot isindicated tobepresent inthe footwear.

Each of these non-limiting Aspects can stand onits own, orcan be
combined invarious permutations orcombinations with one ormore ofthe other
Aspects orexamples described herein.

Various Notes
The above description includes references tothe accompanying

drawings, which form apart ofthe detailed description. The drawings show, by
way ofillustration, specific embodiments inwhich the invention can be
practiced. These embodiments are also referred toherein as"examples." Such
examples can include elements inaddition tothose shown ordescribed.
However, the present inventors also contemplate examples inwhich only those
elements shown ordescribed are provided. Moreover, the present inventors also
contemplate examples using any combination orpermutation ofthose elements
shown ordescribed (or one ormore aspects thereof), either with respect toa
particular example (or one ormore aspects thereof), orwith respect toother
examples (or one ormore aspects thereof) shown ordescribed herein.

Inthis document, the terms "a" or"an" are used, asiscommon inpatent
documents, toinclude one ormore than one, independent ofany other instances
orusages of"at least one" or"one ormore." Inthis document, the term "or" is
used torefer toanonexclusive or, such that "AorB"includes "Abut not B," "B
but not A," and "Aand B," unless otherwise indicated. Inthis document, the
terms "including" and "in which" are used asthe plain-English equivalents of
the respective terms "comprising" and "wherein." Also, inthe following claims,
the terms "including" and "comprising" are open-ended, that is, asystem,
device, article, composition, formulation, orprocess that includes elements in
addition tothose listed after such aterm inaclaim are still deemed tofall within



the scope of that claim. Moreover, in the following claims, the terms "first,"

"second," and "third," etc. are used merely as labels, and are not intended to

impose numerical requirements on their objects.

Geometric terms, such as "parallel", "perpendicular", "round", or

"square", are not intended to require absolute mathematical precision, unless the

context indicates otherwise. Instead, such geometric terms allow for variations

due to manufacturing or equivalent functions. For example, if an element is

described as "round" or "generally round," a component that is not precisely

circular (e.g., one that is slightly oblong or is a many-sided polygon) is still

encompassed by this description.

Method examples described herein can be machine or computer-

implemented at least in part. Some examples can include a computer-readable

medium or machine-readable medium encoded with instructions operable to

configure an electronic device to perform methods as described in the above

examples. An implementation of such methods can include code, such as

microcode, assembly language code, a higher-level language code, or the like.

Such code can include computer readable instructions for performing various

methods. The code may form portions of computer program products. Further, in

an example, the code can be tangibly stored on one or more volatile, non-

transitory, or non-volatile tangible computer-readable media, such as during

execution or at other times. Examples of these tangible computer-readable media

can include, but are not limited to, hard disks, removable magnetic disks,

removable optical disks (e.g., compact disks and digital video disks), magnetic

cassettes, memory cards or sticks, random access memories (RAMs), read only

memories (ROMs), and the like.

The above description is intended to be illustrative, and not restrictive.

For example, the above-described examples (or one or more aspects thereof)

may be used in combination with each other. Other embodiments can be used,

such as by one of ordinary skill in the art upon reviewing the above description.

The Abstract is provided to comply with 37 C.F.R. §1.72(b), to allow the reader



to quickly ascertain the nature of the technical disclosure. It is submitted with the

understanding that it will not be used to interpret or limit the scope or meaning

of the claims. Also, in the above Detailed Description, various features may be

grouped together to streamline the disclosure. This should not be interpreted as

intending that an unclaimed disclosed feature is essential to any claim. Rather,

inventive subject matter may lie in less than all features of a particular disclosed

embodiment. Thus, the following claims are hereby incorporated into the

Detailed Description as examples or embodiments, with each claim standing on

its own as a separate embodiment, and it is contemplated that such embodiments

can be combined with each other in various combinations or permutations. The

scope of the invention should be determined with reference to the appended

claims, along with the full scope of equivalents to which such claims are

entitled.



THE CLAIMED INVENTION IS:

1. A method for controlling active footwear, the method comprising:

receiving a time-varying sensor signal from a capacitive sensor that is

coupled to an article of footwear, wherein the capacitive sensor is configured to

sease information about a position of a foot as the foot enters or exits the article;

and

using a processor circuit:

identifying a series of signal change events in the received time-

varying sensor signal, the signal change events corresponding to a signal

magnitude change that exceeds a specified threshold magnitude change amount;

and

based on the series as identified, determining whether the foot is

present in or absent from the article.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the determining whether the foot is

present in or absent from the article includes:

identifying timings of first and subsequent second signal change events;

determining a duration between the timings; and

providing an indication that the foot is present when the duration as

determined exceeds a specified threshold duration.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the identifying the series of signal

change events includes adjusting a reference capacitance of the capacitive sensor

from which the signal magnitude change is determined.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the adjusting the reference capacitance

includes periodically adjusting the reference capacitance at a fixed time interval.



. The method of claim 3, further comprising sensing a change in an

environment characteristic using an environment sensor, and wherein the

adjusting the reference capacitance includes based on the change in the

environment characteristic.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the sensing the change in the

environment characteristic using the environment sensor includes sensing a

temperature change or a humidity change.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising initiating, using the processor

circuit, an automated footwear tightening or loosening device in the article in

response to the determined presence or absence of the foot.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising receiving gesture information

from an accelerometer in the article, and wherein the initiating includes

tightening or loosening the footwear includes using the gesture information as

received from the accelerometer in the article.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising using the processor circuit,

providing an interrupt signal to a lacing engine when the foot is determined to be

present in the article.

10. A method for controlling active footwear, the method comprising:

using a processor circuit, receiving a digital interrupt signal from a

capacitive sensor circuit in an article of footwear, the digital interrupt signal

indicating whether a foot is present in proximity to a capacitive proximity sensor

that is located in a first location in or on an insole and in an arch region of the

article; and



using the processor circuit, conditionally operating a motorized

tensioning device t o tighten the article about the foot when the digital interrupt

signal indicates the foot i s present i n the article.

11. The method o f claim 10, further comprising generating the digital

interrupt signal using information from the capacitive sensor, the generating

based o n a relationship between a capacitance measured b y the capacitive

proximity sensor and a specified threshold capacitance.

12. The method o f claim 1 1 , further comprising determining the relationship

between the capacitance measured b y the capacitive proximity sensor and the

specified threshold capacitance using a n environment-dependent capacitance

reference value.

13. The method o f claim 12, further comprising determining the

environment-dependent capacitance reference value using information from a n

environment sensor.

14. The method o f claim 13, further comprising periodically updating the

environment-dependent capacitance reference value using the information from

the environment sensor.

15. The method o f claim 13, further comprising updating the environment-

dependent capacitance reference value when the information from the

environment sensor indicates a change i n a n ambient temperature o r humidity i n

o r near the footwear.

A method for controlling active footwear, the method comprising:



receiving a time-varying sensor signal from a capacitive sensor that is

coupled to an article of footwear, wherein the capacitive sensor is configured to

sense information about a position of a foot as the foot enters or exits the article;

using a processor circuit, identifying a first value of the time-varying

seasor signal, the first value including information about a first foot location

relative to a sensor portion of the footwear;

using the processor circuit, identifying a subsequent second value of the

time-varying sensor signal, the second value including information about a

second foot location relative to the same sensor portion of the footwear; and

using the processor circuit, determining whether the foot is present in or

absent from the article based on a relationship between the first and subsequent

second values of the time-varying sensor signal.

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising:

using the processor circuit, identifying a subsequent third value of the

time-varying sensor signal, the third value including information about a third

foot location relative to the same sensor portion of the footwear; and

using the processor circuit, determining whether the foot is present in the

article based on a relationship between the first, second, and third values of the

time-varying sensor signal.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the determining whether the foot is

present in the article based on the relationship between the first, second, and

third values of the time-varying sensor signal includes identifying a first

difference between the first and second values, and identifying a second

difference between the second and third values, and providing a foot presence

determination based on the first and second differences.

19. The method of claim 17, wherein the determining whether the foot is

present in the article includes comparing the first, second, and third values witha



specified threshold capacitance value, and then providing afoot presence
determination when the first and third values meet orexceed the specified
threshold capacitance value.

20. The method ofclaim 16, wherein the determining whether the foot is
present inorabsent from the article based onthe relationship includes based ona
determined difference between the first and subsequent second values ofthe
time- varying sensor signal.

21. Amethod for controlling active footwear, the method comprising:
receiving atime- varying sensor signal from acapacitive sensor that is

coupled toanarticle offootwear, wherein the capacitive sensor isconfigured to
sease information about aposition ofafoot asthe foot enters orexits the article;

using aprocessor circuit:
identifying atime- varying morphology characteristic ofthe time-

varying sensor signal;
comparing the identified time- varying morphology characteristic

toatemplate; and
based onthe comparison, providing anindication that the foot is

present inorabsent from the article.

22. The method ofclaim 21,wherein the identifying the time- varying
morphology characteristic ofthe time- varying sensor signal includes identifying
atleast two signal magnitude changes within aspecified signal duration.

23. The method ofclaim 21, wherein the receiving the time-varying sensor
signal from the capacitive sensor includes receiving time- varying signal
magnitude information relative toanadjustable capacitance reference value.



24. The method of claim 23, further comprising updating the capacitance

reference value after a specified reference duration elapses.

25. The method of claim 23, further comprising updating the capacitance

reference value in response to a sensed change in an environment characteristic.

26. The method of claim 23, further comprising updating the capacitance

reference value in response to a user input.

27. The method of claim 2 1, wherein the comparing the identified time-

varying morphology characteristic to the template includes comparing the

identified time-varying morphology characteristic to a user-specific morphology

template.

28. The method of claim 27, further comprising preparing the user-specific

morphology template using information from the capacitance sensor acquired

during a learning period.

29. The method of claim 21, further comprising initiating an automated

footwear tightening or loosening device in the footwear using the indication that

the foot is present in or absent from the footwear.

30. The method of claim 29, further comprising receiving gesture

information from a motion sensor disposed in the footwear, and wherein the

initiating includes tightening or loosening the footwear based on gesture

information received from the motion sensor.

31. The method of claim 21, further comprising collecting footwear usage

data from one or more other sensors in the footwear when the foot is indicated to

be present in the footwear.
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